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OPTNION 2 WORLD NEWS 
Columnist Brian Razenberger 
determines what sucks and 
what doesn't at the University. 
Four students 
wounded in 
Oklahoma school 
shooting. 
CAMPUS 
Yoplait yogurt will donate 
money to the Susan G. Komen 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 
SPORTS 
* 
r*.-- 
Men's junior 
swimmer Andy 
Jenkins broke the 
school's 50 meter 
freestyle record. 
Weather Today: 
sunny 
High 41. Low 25 The BG News Tuesday December 7. 1999 Volume 87 & Issue 70 
A doily independent student press 
CREDIT CARDS CAN CREATE CONCERNS 
Editor's Note: A three part 
series on credit cards and debt 
will be running this week in 
The BG News. Today's story 
deals with a first-hand 
account of a student who is in 
debt. Tomorrow's story covers 
how credit card telemarketers 
target college students. 
By KATIE WOODS 
The BG News 
It's 8:00 on a Monday 
morning and the phone 
rings. Without thinking 
of the consequences you grab 
it. The people on the other line 
murder your last name when 
asking for you...and it's Jones. 
It's a dead giveaway to lie and 
say that Mr/Miss Jones is not 
here right now, would they like 
to leave a message. 
Another successful attempt 
to dodge those annoying tele- 
phone calls from the credit 
card companies. When are they 
going to realize that the $10 
WMOM»LII«fC*MArtON THAT VWSUMDTOIDeifriFf YOU* CMPffgUWUFM 
JOHN ADAMS 
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE 
AKRON, OH 44325 -0000 
Social Securily Number:    123-45 6789 
Your Previous Address: 200 CLARK 
AKRON, OH 44311-0000 
JOHN ADAMS 
200 CLARK 1136 
AKRON, OH 44311 
596-7643 
DATE REPORTED: 
Social Securily Number:   123-45-6789 
Your Previous Address:     200 CLARK 
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CftJHHT MQUMES INTO YOU* CMDIT HISTORY DURING THE WST 12 MONTHS 
Inquiring Business: 
Merchant Code: 
Type of Business: 
Dale of Inquiry: 
CRDTLNE/SFCR 
(z - 7632876} 
MISCELLANEOUS (z) 
08/23/98 
JACNEWACCT 
(C- 7643869) 
CLOTHING (C) 
08/12/98 
TRANSODTH 
(f- 1568354) 
FINANCE, PERSONAL I 
07/11/98 
Credit companies assign 
ratios based in payment 
history 
Payment History 
The Largest Balance Owed: 
This Account was Closed in: 
.» 
$14555.00 
02/95 - 02/02 
Credit checks are kept 
on record for seven years 
woiwxsn     4 
$ 1 619 01) 
02/95   02/02 
Credit problems are kept 
on record for seven years. 
.—POM,                       ■.,! 
Payment History 
The Largest Balance Owed: 
This Account was Closed in: 
so.oo 
10/93- 10/00 
$415.00 
08/90 - 08/97 
If you declare bankruptcy 
it remains on your credit 
history for life 
UAO sponsors mature 
discussion on porn 
By GRETA HALE 
The BG News 
Hot, gooey, sticky, warm, 
red, spicy and filled with pep- 
peroni. Sound good? Well it 
could be dinner if you attend 
UAO's "Pizza and Porn" discus- 
sion tonight. 
The UAO will be serving 
free pizza during a pornogra- 
phy discussion at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Alumni Room. 
The presenters are Jeffrey 
Brown, an assistant professor 
in Popular Culture and a 
pornography expert, and Shan- 
non Tesso, a junior Popular 
Culture major. 
Brown and Tesso will discuss 
the history of porn, gender and 
porn, how women are objecti- 
fied in porn, and the differences 
between hard- and soft-core 
porn. 
Each topic will be discussed 
for 15 to 20 minutes. 
Because of the free pizza the 
presentation will be limited to 
100 students. 
According to Tesso, there 
will be film clips of porn, but in 
her words, "nothing too vulgar." 
Brown discussed porn in his 
Popular Culture 350 class, 
Body and Gender in Film. 
According to Tesso, the pre- 
sentation will shed a new light 
on porn because most people 
think porn is nothing more 
than dirty pictures. 
"We will be looking at how it 
objectifies men and women," 
Tesso said. 
The goal of the presentation 
is to give students a better 
understanding of what porn 
really is and the effects of porn, 
Tesso said. 
Tesso said Brown is the best 
person to present this topic 
because he is outgoing and is 
not embarrassed by the topic. 
During class, Brown discussed 
the topic in a mature manner 
and students who were opposed 
to porn did not have to attend 
class the day it was discussed, 
Tesso said. 
Alison Vogel, the U.A.O. 
director of contemporary 
issues, who is hosting the 
event, hopes that people will 
see that there is more to porn 
than most people assume. 
This is not the first time the 
University has had porn as a 
discussion topic, Vogel said. 
Annie Sprinkles, a famous 
prostitute, porn star, sex guru 
and performance artist, came 
to the University a few years 
ago and gave a talk. 
College students paid to 
promote Internet companies 
By LIZ PECEK 
The BG News 
What college student wouldn't like to get paid 
for spending time on the computer? For many 
college students, long hours of researching on 
the Internet and writing papers now make them 
money. 
Within the past year, many online companies 
have begun appearing on the Internet. The com- 
panies are offering to pay college students to pro- 
mote their company, which in turn promotes var- 
ious advertisers. 
In order to get paid, students open a viewer 
program that continually displays advertise- 
ments. Each company limits the amount of 
hours the viewer program may be used per 
month. 
The companies receive income from advertis- 
ers, who pay for their ads 'o appear on a mem- 
ber's viewer program. The revenue that a com- 
www.bffnews.com 
pany receives is then divided accordingly based 
on hourly rates between the company itself and 
the company's members. 
To obtain a free membership, one must first go 
to a company's website. Each company's website 
gives instructions on how to sign-up for, down- 
load and use the viewer program. 
Although each company's website varies, most 
of the sites include detailed information about 
their company's privacy policies, pay rates and 
monthly time limits. 
The first company to begin this idea is called 
AllAdvantage Based in Hayward, Calif, AHAd- 
vantage officially began on March 31, 1999. 
The idea behind AllAdvantage stemmed from 
the lack of privacy on the Internet. This led the 
four founders, Jim Jorgensen, Johannes Pohle, 
Oliver Brock, and Carl Anderson, to create a 
business where a consumer's information is pro- 
• See COMPUTER, page five. 
minimum payment is all they 
are going to get from you and 
give up. 
Sadly, this situation is all to 
common for many college stu- 
dents. We get to college, we get 
a credit card, and we spend. 
Life-savings are blown in one 
academic year. It's hard to tell 
where all the money goes, but 
suddenly you are a profession- 
al creditor avoider. 
This situation was one grad- 
uate student's reality for 10 
years. Shelby Brown* found 
herself after graduation from a 
master's program with $12,000 
dollars worth of credit card 
bills, and $10,000 worth of stu- 
dent loans. 
The scary part of Brown's 
predicament was that she was- 
n't unlike most college stu- 
dents. She wasn't a compulsive 
shopper, she didn't have any 
unhealthy habits. She simply 
got caught in the trap of run- 
ning up her credit card bill, 
while only paying off the mini- 
mum amount each month. Her 
bills got to be so high that the 
minimum payment wasn't 
even covering the interest 
added to her bills each month. 
In fact, in high school, 
Brown was a model of money 
management. For the three 
years she had a job in high 
school she always put 50 per- 
cent of every paycheck into the 
bank. By the time she left for 
college she had a savings 
account of few thousand dol- 
lars. 
"Since it took me three years 
to acquire that much money, I 
figured it would take me at 
least three years to spend it. I 
Things that could turn 
good credit bad 
1. Late or default payments. 
2. Roommates not paying bills that are in 
your name. 
3. Any loans: apartment, car, student loans, 
etc. 
4. Anytime you are turned down for a loan. 
5. Unpaid student loans (if continuing 
education contact creditor, don't 
assume).  
was broke by the middle of 
spring semester my freshman 
year," Brown said. 
Brown was received her first 
credit card at age 18, in 1988. 
That same year Brown left for 
college and squandered her life 
savings. 
By 1992 Brown's debt had 
grown to $22,000. She had got 
by for that long by paying the 
minimum balance required 
each month. 
"Even when it was happen- 
ing I never though it could hap- 
pen to me. I just kept thinking 
of the $10 or $50 minimum 
payments I never thought of it 
as $22,000," Brown said. 
In 1993 Brown realized she 
couldn't handle it by herself 
anymore. She went to Con- 
sumer Credit Counseling, a 
national, non-profit organiza- 
tion that helps people pay off 
their debts. They worked with 
all of her creditors and got 
them to understand that she 
was going though them to try 
to pay off all the money she 
owed Some of the creditors 
stopped charging late pay- 
ments, others decreased the 
interest that they charged. 
Consumer Credit became 
her contact person. All of her 
creditors went through them. 
Soon the early morning phone 
calls and the threatening let- 
ters stopped. 
"They felt better because 
they were going to get their 
money and I felt better because 
I was honoring my debts," 
Brown said. 
Laura Walters, a counselor 
at Community Credit Counsel- 
• See CREDIT, page five. 
Holiday Heritage 
BG Newt Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE 
Harold Friess and Roger Weith (not shown), owners of Wings in the Wind, decorate the store 
fronts that are currently being redone as part of the Heritage 2000 kickoff Construction Is 
scheduled to be completed by December 20,1999. 
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Brian Taylor 
Opinion Editor 
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Pause to consider friendships 
I've been pondering friend- 
ships recently. I don't know 
why; I'm just realizing that 
somehow, I don't have as many 
friends as I thought I did Last 
year, I swear I thought I had a 
zillion more friends than I do 
right now. I don't know how 
that happened. Maybe that was 
just part of the craziness of the 
worst semester I've ever had 
(yes, believe it or not, even 
worse than methods - but only 
because last spring's craziness 
was completely unexpected); 
maybe when you're half out of 
your mind, you hallucinate 
friends.  I don't know. 
But I miss having those 
friends, imaginary and/or hal- 
lucinated or not. Sometimes I 
reach for the phone to call 
someone and say, "Hey, let's do 
something," but my hand hov- 
ers over the number pad and I 
can't think of anyone to call. 
Maybe I'm not really minus 
friends, though What if it's just 
that we're all too busy? I mean, 
significant others take a lot of 
time. And. of course, classes 
(why else are we here? Those 
people who are actually here for 
the insane purpose of finding a 
spouse, ignore that question). 
And jobs (after all, we must 
have money for books and food 
and bills and Christmas/birth- 
day presentsl. And then there 
are any extra-curriculars you're 
involved with. 
•p^ -^^ nKpach 
i 
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So maybe it's not that I dont 
have as many friends as I 
thought I did. That's a little 
reassuring. Maybe the reason I 
can't think of anyone to call is 
that I know everyone's busy 
and I can't think of anyone 
who's not. 
But you know what the prob- 
lem is in many cases? I have a 
ton of friends who moved away, 
and I can't find them anywhere. 
I've looked on web directories 
galore and there's not a trace. 
None at all 
Some of them I have e-mail 
addresses for, but they don't 
reply (they're probably not 
checking it). Some of them just 
don't have e-mail addresses for 
me to find. 
The problem with this hap- 
pening is that eventually, you 
forget that some of these people 
even exist I know it sounds 
awful, that someone who was 
important to you at one time 
could just become a hazy mem- 
ory.  But, sadly, it happens. 
So, I think it's time everyone 
just took a moment to think of 
someone who's been special to 
them. Maybe it's someone you'd 
forgotten about. This person 
might be from first or fourth or 
eighth or twelfth grade. Maybe 
they were there for you last 
year, but transferred and lost 
touch. 
Maybe they were a wonder- 
ful friend during times of trial 
(in other words, they were 
miraculously patient and 
understanding, even though 
you felt and occasionally acted 
like a deranged and certifiable 
lunatic). Maybe they just hap- 
pened to be there when you 
needed someone to cheer you 
up (even though you weren't 
aware you needed cheering), or 
when you needed reassuring. 
Could be that this person is 
very much a part of your life 
right now. They were there for 
you last night when you were 
ready to lose it over that ten- 
page paper you had to do for 
Econ or Biology or Lit or Art 
History. 
I've got plenty of friends that 
have done wonderful things 
without ever being recognized 
for it. I went to high school with 
a guy who bought candy roses 
for every girl in his senior class 
(unfortunately, I was a class 
ahead). He was a wonderful 
guy, though a bit on the alarm- 
ingly  non-conformist  side;  he 
Greek friendship 
key to existence 
Recently, we, the brothers of 
the Beta Gamma Chapter of 
the International Fraternity of 
Phi Gamma Delta, had the 
pleasure of welcoming a moti- 
vational speaker to our house. 
Jim Turn.in is a graduate of 
Michigan State University and 
is well known worldwide for his 
ability to draw emotions out of 
huge crowds. He spoke to us 
about friendship, unity and the 
future of fraternities and soror- 
ities. 
Without brotherhood in fra- 
ternities, sisterhood is sorori- 
ties, and unity within all, we as 
Greeks are nothing. We would 
be   nothing  to  be   respected, 
everything the founders of our 
Greek Organizations started 
would crumble to ruins, and we 
would be the only ones to feel 
the loss. 
Although community ser- 
vice, scholarship, philanthropic 
events and all other Greek 
events are important, EVERY- 
THING pales in comparison to 
friend.'i ip. Most of us did not 
join a fraternity or sorority to 
participate in community ser- 
vice projects or philanthropies. 
We joined because we wanted 
to meet the people that we 
would be able to call "friends"- 
for the rest of our lives. Unless 
we as Greeks realize this, we 
are doomed to merely exist as a 
business. 
With all of the changes being 
forced upon us by universities 
and our International Head- 
quarters, we need to realize 
that we always have had, and 
will continue to have the one 
thing that binds all Greeks 
together, FRIENDSHIP. So we 
challenge all Greeks nation- 
wide to bind together and prove 
to the Universities, Interna- 
tional Headquarters, and most 
importantly, ourselves, that we 
care about the future of our 
Greek Organizations. 
Geoff Guss 
bgfiji88@yahoo.com 
Brion Furry 
brion@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Beta Gamma Chapter of 
Phi Gamma Delta 
always had great timing, and 
we ran into each other most 
often when I needed a smile. 
Confound it, though, he 
moved away and I have no idea 
where he is now or how to get in 
touch. 
And then there's Kelly, who 
is currently one of my two best 
friends. She's simply amazing 
in her ability to cheer me up 
when I need it, leave me alone 
when I ask, and somehow she's 
one of the most patient people 
in the world, an admirable 
quality in a kindergarten 
teacher. I couldn't even begin to 
pick out all of the wonderful 
qualities of her. Suffice to say, 
she has my nomination for "The 
Nicest Person in the World." 
And those are just two of the 
people I'll be thinking of today. 
There were many, many friends 
that disappeared all through- 
out my school years. I hope I 
can remember them all. 
Jena's really looking for the 
guy she mentioned earlier; if 
any of you know how she can get 
in touch with Dennis Carr, last 
known whereabouts: Texas, let 
her know by emailing her at 
jlohrb@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Of 
course, as always, she'd love to 
hear from you anyway (even if 
it's to request that she stop writ- 
ing sappy columns). 
PEOPLE 
on the stree\ 
x, <Sf r   ' 
Question: How can BGSU create more school spirit? » ■ 
Sarah Mogan 
Freshman 
English 
"Have more pep ral- 
lies and make sure 
^everyone knows 
£ about them." 
Teresa Shipley 
Junior 
Early Childhood 
'Get a guy in a 
falcon suit and 
bring him to all 
the games." 
Jeff Paqidn 
,  Freshman 
Computer gci- 
ence 
"Get in some 
comics to per- 
form." 
Michael Kenney 
Senior 
Marketing 
"Let Jeff Geonetti 
hold a pep rally." 
1 Diana Perez 
Senior 
Fashion Mdsc. 
"Put some bars on 
. campus for par- 
ties."   , 
This time of year sucks 
As all of you already know 
and probably have already been 
told by others in The BG News 
we are in the final rush. No 
time for sleep, eat, or drink. 
There is only time to cram all of 
your papers and projects 
together in time for your finals. 
I'm having difficulty myself 
this year because I have cut my 
left hand up pretty bad (as in 
should have had stitches) and I 
feel like a cripple. I say this 
because I am an art major and 
I most likely need both my 
hands for all my projects and 
with four projects to get done by 
finals is gonna' be hard and 
very frustrating. I would chop 
off my hand and be like Vincent 
Van Gogh, but he only had his 
ear lopped off and my hand 
would be more important in 
means of work rather than a 
lousy ear. 
My mind is a scramble, most 
likely of the egg kind but I 
should actually bring forth to 
you a topic with a point. Well 
actually, I just thought of some- 
thing off of my list of ideas to 
write about, things that suck1 
Yes, that is perfect since all of 
you probably think everything 
sucks until you leave for break. 
First off, the things that suck 
are why all the professors, 
instructors, and so on wait till 
about the final two weeks to do 
a big project? They have it 
planned in the syllabus at least 
a whole month before finals but 
when it comes around to judg- 
ment time, you only get a week 
or two? That sucks! The class 
is always in dilly-dally mode 
until the teacher realizes that 
the semester is over and finally 
starts the last paper or whatev- 
er. I feel that there are way too 
many instructors that do this 
and it causes too much pres- 
sure on the students. I say 
things should be planned out 
better or just stick to the syl- 
labus with no ifs, ands, or buts 
about it. For those of you 
instructional people out there 
who actually do a swell job, 
thank you! 
Yellow snow sucks. The BG 
hockey team beating Michigan 
on Friday 4-2 most certainly 
did not suck! 
Another thing that I think 
sucks is this whole beverage 
contract. Just who the hell is it 
actually helping? I have 
already noticed that the 7-up 
products have just seemed to 
disappear before we even heard 
of the deal of having only two 
companies, so that sucks also. 
The University is basically 
doing things then telling us 
later. It is sort of like shoot 
first, ask questions later. Now 
back to whom it helps, well 
obviously some of it is going to 
the union but the rest of the 
money is what is in question. 
From what I have heard some 
of it is going to Title IX for ath- 
letics. That sucks because 
men's and women's sports 
should have equal funding 
already, we should not be using 
this beverage money to equal it 
out, that is only helping the 
athletic department, not the 
students, that sucks! I also 
heard that money was sup- 
posed to go to the president's 
leadership academy. Yeah, like 
that is going to benefit the 
whole student body. The only 
thing that made sense for the 
money  to  go  is  the  student 
union, why don't we just put all 
the money towards the union 
and look elsewhere to correct 
the other problems. Why can't 
we just help everybody instead 
of the individuals for once? Ill 
tell you why, because it sucks! A 
sucky side note to the new 
union is that the art students 
are gonna have longer walk to 
get their supplies when the 
bookstores moves in it. 
I think that my frustration is 
what is making me think every- 
thing sucks, or it could be that 
everything does suck! Right 
now it sucks to right this col- 
umn with so much work to do. 
Cold rainy days on campus 
suck just as will the extreme 
cold temperatures will do final 
week as I am predicting. I prob- 
ably suck at predicting weather 
so nevermind. 
Something that sucks for on- 
campus students are the emer- 
gency alarms that go off at like 
3 a.m. when all of us nice well 
mannered students are asleep, 
and that is basically all the stu- 
dents of BGSU, ha ha. You peo- 
ple should quit being such 
boneheads and stop doing stu- 
pid crap that sucks like pulling 
fire alarms or burning cookies 
in your microwave. It is almost 
as bad as a stupid phone prank. 
When people prank me I usual- 
ly end up turning it around and 
prank the caller. I don't feel 
like reporting it so I might as 
well have fun with it and make 
them feel stupid. The people 
who call to prank people suck. 
Grow up and find something 
constructive to do like commu- 
nity service hours not including 
what the court already sen- 
tenced you to! 
Brian Ranzenberger sucks 
and he writes for The BG 
News, tell him how much his 
column sucks by contacting him 
at dranimal7@collegeclub.com 
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horoscopes 
Today's Birthday 
(Dec. 7). Put your ideas 
to work this year and 
increase your income. 
Make a New Year's reso- 
lution that starts you in 
the right direction. Study 
with a vengeance through 
February and see great 
improvement. In April, 
don't gamble with love or 
money. Through May, 
stick to the straight and 
narrow and profit. What 
you discover in August 
could change your out- 
look. Settle into a new 
understanding in Novem- 
ber. 
To get the advantage, 
check the day's rating: 10 
is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging. 
Aries (March  21-April 
19) — Today is an 8 — 
Odds of your having a 
major breakthrough are 
good. You may finally 
understand something 
that's been giving you 
fits. That's the good 
news. The bad news: The 
battle's not over. 
Taurus (April  20-May 
20) — Today is a 7 — Do 
you have enough stashed 
away to make your future 
secure? You're more like- 
ly than most to have 
thought of this, but there 
still may be more to do. 
Review your paperwork 
and your pantry, just in 
case. 
Gemini  (May  21-June 
21) — Today is a 6 — Your 
natural tendency is to 
tell all, but that's not the 
best idea now. Instead, 
protect the privacy of the 
other person involved. 
That will protect your 
interests, too! 
Cancer  (June  22-July 
22) — Today is a 6 — How 
long has it been since you 
had a physical exam? Is 
there something you're 
eating, drinking or smok- 
ing that you should aban- 
don? This is a good day to 
f dopt healthy habits and 
to drop bad ones. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
— Today is an 8 — You 
could be lucky with 
games today. Don't let 
everybody else in on your 
plans, however. Keep the 
most interesting activi- 
ties pretty much to your- 
self. 
Virgo   (Aug.   23-Sept. 
22) — Today is a 7 — Yes, 
you can have things at 
home the way you want 
them. They're not perfect 
yet, but don't quit now! 
You're in the middle of 
the project. That explains 
why there's such a big 
mess. 
Libra   (Sept.    23-Oct. 
23) — Today is a 7 — 
Information that you 
uncover now could help 
you solve a mystery. 
Unfortunately, it could 
open up another can of 
worms, too! You'll answer 
some old questions, only 
to encounter lots of new 
ones. Very interesting! 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 
21) — Today is a 7 — You 
could dig up all sorts of 
interesting tidbits. You 
find items of great value 
in among the junk, but 
take care! Some of that 
junk might be precious, 
too! Better have it 
appraised. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22- 
Dec. 21) — Today is a 7 — 
You may be undergoing a 
thrilling   yet   sometimes 
painful renewal process. 
You hardly recognize 
yourself any more. Watch 
out! It's not over yet! 
You're still kind of frag- 
ile, so keep a low profile. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22- 
Jan. 19) — Today is a 7 — 
You could be revising 
your ideas. Some of your 
old fears look funny, and 
some new opportunities 
look scary. Ask for the 
truth from everybody! 
Aquarius (Jan. 20- 
Feb. 18) — Today is a 7 — 
You and your friends 
could invent a new game 
today. What you were 
doing before looks boring. 
A few bugs still need to 
be worked out, however. 
Don't expect to win the 
first time you play. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 
20) — Today is a 6 — You 
might have almost talked 
yourself out of trying. 
The obstacles could seem 
bigger than the reward's 
worth. Don't let your 
thoughts go that way. 
Study instead, and it'll 
get easier. 
Acnoss 
i Get sman will 
5 Fiddlesticks' 
10 Healtn resorts 
14 Monly Python s 
Erie 
15 "Aid*" or 
Tosca," c q. 
16 Survey 
17 Primary 
18 Wanders 
19 Tender (eeltng 
20 Fraud 
22 Donkey's bray 
24 Track 
25 Spelunking site 
26 Huns' tattler 
29 Jun or sailor 
33 Fireplace 
element 
34 S jpetlluous nem 
35 Falsehood 
36 Invisible 
emanation 
37 Watered silk 
38 Cor-idor 
39 Cool dowr 
40 'Camitie"star 
41 Eye shade 
42 IRA;,, c g 
44 Distance rjnrers 
45 Walk m water 
46 Otlerd slightly 
4/ Lcica or Pen'.ax 
50 Absolutely 
certain 
54 Veroal 
55 Part of AWOt 
57 Footnote abbr 
58 Long-range 
rocket abbr 
59 Come in 
60 Flal-lopped hill 
61 Military 
installation 
62 Povertystncker 
63 Midterm 
DOWN 
1 _ Valley. CA 
2 First husband? 
3 Lose looting 
4 Madrid maiden 
5 'The Merchant o' 
Venice" lady 
6 Thread holder 
7 Listen to 
1 1 11 ' ■ M ' 1 r— h ^H<- ' 
.■■ ■ 1 < ■'. -.- 
_ * 
. 3? ■ ■ * 
- ■ ■ ■ fl ■ 
• ^^H 
M 
" ■ ■H 12 SI 
■ 45 ■ 1 ■ « ' • 
09 Trounc Mcde Sci 
'■jnit reserved 
8 Supply nrl'i 
weapons 
9 Not roquhng dry 
clearing 
10 LymphokJ organ 
11 Tignerand 
Eeyore's Inend 
12 Edison sm«Jdie 
name 
13 Murdered 
21 Shopper's 
delight 
23 Wicked 
?5 Egypt's capital 
26 One more time 
? / Cease-tire 
28 Noxious weeds 
23 Beds lor babes 
30 Burst ol tire 
31 Crude workman'' 
32 Hollers 
34 Smithy stumace 
37 Oxto'0 college 
38 Football break 
40 Transmission 
part 
41 Pre-stereo sojrxj 
12/7/99 
CROSS 
word 
LOOKING FOR 
ANSWERS IN ALL 
THE WRONG 
PLACES? 
GET SOME HELP 
FROM THE 
ANSWER KEY — 
kvwv.bpnevvs.com 
system 
43 Dozen 
44 King novel 
46 Wem elsewhere 
47 Hair sorter 
48 Opera meody 
49 Red pane: 
50 Head 
51 Mountain goat 
52 Passporl stamp 
53 Wax-wrappeo 
cheese 
50 U-turn l-om 
WSW 
This is the last Tuesday 
of classes for the 
semester. How does 
that make you feel? 
:) :) :) :) :) f T-. -—  -^ _ _ wm- -.» Need any Holiday gifts? Edu- UPCOMINGcation Buildin« 
Ohio weather 
Tuesday, Dec. 7 
AccuWeather" lorecast lor daytime conditions, low/high temperatures 
XT 
Toledo   25 741" \   ,.,    | Clevrtind T29°/42°  | 
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.  . .♦,  
Cincinnati  28/41    | 
KV 
C 1999 AccuWeather, Inc 
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Sunny   Pi Cloudy    Cloudy       Showers    T-siorms       Ram Flumes Snow ice 
Mi *,....,-,.. Am 
WEATHER 
tnis week 
WEDNESDAY: 
Partly 
Cloudy 
High, 47 
Low, 33 
THURSDAY: 
Partly 
Cloudy 
High, 48 
Low, 38 
FRIDAY: 
a Showers High, 46 Low. 38 
Keep updated on the 
weather this week and every 
week with Page Three®. 
events 
Wednesday, August 25 
11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Zeta Phi Beta Fundraiser 
Get into the Holiday Spirit! 
Math Science Foyer. 
PAGE THREE® BRAND) 
HUMOR COLUMNS STRIVE 
TO PUT A KOOKY SPIN ON 
LIFE HERE AT BGSU. 
TAKE THEM WITH A 
GRAIN OF SALT. WE DO. 
8 a.m. - Noon 
Morning Pick Me Up? 
What a way to start the day; 
Women's Ice Hockey is selling 
coffee, juice and doughnuts. 
Math Science Center. 
8:15 a.m. - 6p.m. 
University      Ambassadors 
Penny Drive 
This is the 7th Annual United 
Way Penny Drive. Come on out 
and support a cause that has 
given so much. Union Foyer. 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Alpha Phi Omega Fundrais- 
er 
Union Foyer. 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Economics Club/ODE Raffle 
Union Foyer. 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Expanding       Expressions: 
Contemporary Master 
Prints 
This Exhibit showcases the 
screen prints of seven interna- 
tionally known Artists. Willard 
Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts 
Center. 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Elementary Education Stu- 
dent  Advisory  Brd.  Craft 
Sale 
12:30 - 2:30 p.m. 
Cleveland   Browns   Ticket 
Raffle 
Are you glad the Browns are 
back? Tickets to win a chance to 
go see a game are just $2. Raf- 
fle tickets are on sale through- 
out the week. The drawing will 
be held on Friday, Dec 10, for 
two tickets for the Browns/Indi- 
anapolis Colts game at Cleve- 
land Stadium on Sunday, Dec. 
26, 1999. The winner will also 
receive $50 spending cash for 
the game. Educacion Building 
Steps 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
BGSU & Union Trivia Game 
Test your knowledge of BGSU 
and the Student Union, and 
win prizes! Sponsored by UAO. 
Part of the Student Union's 
Closing Celebration. Falcon's 
Nest, Student Union. 
5 p.m. • 6 p.m. 
WBGU-FM Live Broadcast 
Part of the Student Union's 
Closing Celebration. Falcon's 
Nest, Student Union. 
5:30- 7:30 p.m. 
Kwanzaa Celebration 
Africana Dance Troupe and 
Habib Iddrisu, master drum- 
mer/dancer, are featured. Soul 
food buffet. Bursarable tickets 
in 424 Saddlemire Student Ser- 
vices Building. Call 2-2642 for 
more information. Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. Student 
Union. 
6 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Stop Smoking Now 
Quit smoking by eliminating 
your desire to smoke through 
positive imagery and sugges- 
tion. Fee $25. Continuing Edu- 
cation, International & Sum- 
mer Programs, 2-8181, 2 col- 
lege Park, BGSU. 
7 p.m. 
Support Group for Women 
with Anorexia and Bulimia 
Concerns 
Sponsored by the Student 
Health Center and the Coun- 
seling Center. For more infor- 
mation call Judy Miller. MSN, 
RN at the Student Health Cen- 
ter at 2-7425. The Women's 
Center, 107 Hanna Hall. 
9 p.m. 
vision 
vision is the GLBTQQSS stu- 
dent group on campus. 107 
Hanna Hall. 
9 p.m. 
BGSU College Republicans 
Meeting 
Come and check out "the BEST 
party on campus"! Our goal is 
to educate and motivate YOU - 
so get involved! BA 116. 
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AHA-USA1. Or visit http:/7www.      American Heart i 
amhrt org on the World Wide Web Association.^ 
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Mars investigation proves tedious 
AP Science Writer 
PASADENA, Calif. — With hope fading fast for the Mars 
Polar Lander, NASA investigators may have to face the possibil- 
ity of never really knowing what went wrong with the spacecraft 
157 million miles from Earth. 
The space agency has only scant information on the final 
moments of the $165 million spacecraft's attempt to land on 
Mars, and no hope of recovering any wreckage. 
"It may be that everything went right and it simply landed in 
a terrible spot," said physics professor Robert Park, a University 
of Maryland expert on the space program. "Who knows if it land- 
ed on a big boulder and fell over?" 
"We just don't know, and we never will, is my guess," he said. 
For NASA, the loss would mean back-to-back Mars expedi- 
tions ended in failure. 
Mission controllers planned another attempt early Tuesday to 
detect a signal from the spacecraft, which has not been heard 
from since it began its descent Friday. Two microprobes that 
were to have landed separately also were lost. 
Utah authorities search for runaway boys 
Associated Press Writer 
CEDAR CITY, Utah — One of a group of teen-age boys who 
fled a camp for troubled youth after allegedly beating a counselor 
and tying another to a tree turned himself in Monday after 
apparently trudging 30 miles across the frosty desert. 
Six other boys who fled Saturday remained at large in the 
southern Utah desert, and authorities were concerned about 
their ability to survive in the rugged wilderness after two nights 
in the bitter cold. 
"We're absolutely worried about them," said Iron County 
Sheriff David "Dude" Benson. "They've done some stupid things, 
but they're just kids." 
Another boy turned himself in Saturday after he became ill 
and was abandoned by the others. He was charged with felony 
aggravated assault, simple assault and theft. 
The other boys, between the ages of 14 and 16, had some sur- 
vival gear, wool coats, blankets and a two-way radio, but only 
one-day ration packs of food. 
"The boys are not outfitted for extended periods in this type of 
weather and this type of terrain," said Steve Peterson, co- 
founder of Red Cliff Ascent Inc. 
on 
Shooting 
Associated Press Photo 
Two teachers leave the Fort Gibson, Oklahoma, middle 
school Monday, Dec. 6. A 13-year-old student wounded four 
of his classmates yesterday morning af the school before 
being subdued with the gun still in his hand. 
U.S. visitors to Juarez insist it's safe 
Associated Press Writer 
CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico — This border city has long been 
known as a playground for American college students and ser- 
vicemen, a place to buy cheap prescriptions and liquor, drink beer 
and listen to mariachi music. 
In recent years, though, it has gained a reputation for violence, 
with news reports of shootings, murders of young women, and 
now, a mass grave. 
It is a reputation that worries authorities in Juarez, where the 
economy has become increasingly dependent on maquiladoras — 
assembly plants run largely by U.S. companies -%- but continues 
to rely on tourism, too. 
It's also a misperception, say many U.S. citizens who cross the 
border regularly. 
"If you're not tied in with drugs and things, you won't be both- 
ered," said Hadley Robinson, 51, who lives across the border in El 
Paso, Texas, crosses a couple of times a week to work on comput- 
er networks in maquiladoras and sometimes brings his family on 
weekends to shop. "I've never had anything happen to me here." 
Atheist objects to nativity scene in park 
Associated Press Writer 
LANCASTER, Ohio — Christmas tree decorations at a city 
park are up for the holidays, but the city is holding off with its 
nativity scene until it resolves objections about the display from 
an atheist. 
Gary Kern, a Lancaster resident with American Atheist, sent 
a letter complaining about the nativity scene to the city. 
The downtown park in this city about 30 miles southeast of 
Columbus has had the display for more than 25 years. 
"It's something we want to make sure we're responding cor- 
rectly to, but at the same time we want to be sensitive to the 
needs of the community at large," Dave Bogear, superintendent 
of the city's parks and recreation department, told the Eagle- 
Gazette for a story Sunday. 
Kern's complaint has been referred to city Law Director Terre 
Vandervoort. 
She said Monday that the city is working on a policy for using 
public property. The policy would have to be approved by City 
Council. 
4 students wounded by classmate in Oklahoma school shooting 
By RENEE RUBLE 
Associated Press Writer 
FORT GIBSON, Okla. — A 
seventh-grader walked up to a 
crowd of youngsters waiting for 
the morning bell Monday and 
allegedly opened fire with a 
gun, wounding four school- 
mates before a science teacher 
pinned him against a wall. 
None of the injuries 
appeared to be life-threatening. 
A fifth youngster suffered 
bumps and bruises. 
"He doesn't even know who it 
was he shot," sheriff's Deputy 
Terry Cragg said. "There was 
not a hate thing. I asked him 
why. He said, 'I don't know.™ 
The 13-year-old dropped the 
emptied, 9mm semiautomatic 
handgun as he was approached 
by science teacher Ronnie Hol- 
uby, who also serves as the 
safety officer at Fort Gibson 
Middle School, Superintendent 
Steve  Wilmoth  said.   Holuby 
grabbed the boy's arms and 
pinned him against a brick 
wall. 
The small, slender boy was 
taken to court for a closed, 15- 
minute arraignment, walking 
solemnly between two deputies 
and keeping his head down. 
His name was not released. 
No details were released on the 
arraignment or on what 
charges the boy faces. 
Authorities said they were 
not aware of any previous trou- 
ble involving the boy and did 
not know who owned the gun. 
The youngster belonged to a 
teen Christian group and other 
school organizations,  students 
said. 
Students had gathered out- 
side the middle school and were 
waiting to enter for the start of 
classes when the boy walked up 
at around 7:45 a.m. and started 
shooting, witnesses said. 
At these prices, it's too bad 
we don't sell cars. 
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books 
in 1 to 3 doys. Not thot you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV. 
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS. 
(5 Varsity Book .com 
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COMPUTER- 
Continued from page one. 
tected and where both the com- 
pany and its consumers make 
money. 
Gregg Stebben, Chief Inter- 
net Evangelist for AUAdvan- 
tage, said that the company has 
approximately 3 million mem- 
bers. 
AllAdvantage pays its mem- 
bers 50 cents per hour while 
they are online and using the 
viewer program. If for example, 
Jeff, a member, refers a friend, 
Devon, to the company, then 
lJeff receives 10 cents for every 
hour that Devon is online. The 
referral system continues for 
four levels of extended refer- 
ences. For example, if Devon's 
friend Greg joins, then Jeff 
receives 5 cents for every hour 
that Greg is online. 
Currently, the hourly limit 
for AllAdvantage is 25 hours 
per month. However, Stebben 
said that the company's goal is 
to allow 40 hours per month. 
At the end of each month, a 
member must have at least $20 
in his/her account to receive a 
check; otherwise, the amount is 
added to the next month's bal- 
ance. 
Stebben said that in the 
month of September, one mem- 
ber received a check for just 
under $3,000. 
Todd Seufer, a junior busi- 
ness major at the University of 
Toledo, became a member of 
AllAdvantage in April. He 
learned about AllAdvantage 
from his roommate, who 
referred him to the company 
Seufer is now a member of 16 
online-paying companies. 
"I feel safer using AllAdvan- 
tage rather than some of the 
newer companies because they 
seem more reliable and more 
organized," Seufer said. "Some 
of the newer companies ask for 
a social security number or a 
credit card number right away, 
and I would never do that." 
Privacy is the main concern 
of AllAdvantage, Stebben said, 
and a member's social security 
number is required only when a 
member makes more than 
$250, for tax purposes. "If we 
do Igive away private informa- 
tion!, we're out of business," he 
said. 
Addressing the issue that 
numerous other imitation com- 
panies are popping up every- 
day, Stebben said that they 
might not fully understand the 
importance of privacy. 
"Other people can imitate, 
but you do have to be careful - 
we are in the privacy business," 
Stebben said. 
Angie Kramer, a sophomore 
business major, became a mem- 
ber of two online companies, 
AllAdvantage and Gotoworld, 
about a month ago. Although 
she does not have any referrals 
yet, Kramer said she likes the 
opportunity to make money in 
this way because it is simple to 
turn on the viewer program 
when she goes on the Internet. 
"Even though I don't make 
very much money yet, it is still 
worth it because I don't do any- 
thing out of the ordinary," 
Kramer said "It's the easiest 
money I've ever made." 
BG News Spring 
Applications Available 
210 West Hall ~ 419.372.6968 
city 
news 
sports 
page 3 
entertainment 
web reporters 
web designers 
copy editors 
photographers 
columnists 
cartoonists 
layout designers 
graphic designers 
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T0DAV! 
tax refund 
in half 
the time 
'applications & job descriptions on-line soon 
**♦». 
Expecting ,i federal tax refund? 
Cbck! Us   IRS i fiU ind gd It 
li.uk in Kill ihi' iiMi.il (inn I Mil 
i.i-t. r «itli I >irn 11 tepooi 11" -ill 
uV Facts, MMI oui \M h siti  J> 
\\ \\\%.irvu-tr<'.f*.tfMn 
CLICK.  ZIP 
FAST  ROUND TRIP. 
//?.• internal Revenue Sen'ite 
Working «" put strrtceptsi 
Hjgj Wr, ^f0 for Dining Services' 
silverware, china, 
glasses & trays 
If you've borrowed any 
University Dining 
servicewore this semester 
-NOW- 
is the time to return it without 
penally. See your local dining 
unit tor drop off locations. 
Thanks for your help! 
kp: 11-22-99 Ads December 6-12,1999 
WEDNESDAY, december 8,1999 
8:00p.m. @ proUt CHAPEL 
(with your favorite Christmas Carols) 
One environment. 
One ample way to care for it. 
fi 
Earth Share 
E 
Management Inc. 
Leasing for January 
/CfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Ilillsdale Apts.. 
1082 Faii-view 
Large sludios, 
9 1/2-12 mo. leases 
Starts at $380- Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apis.. 
215 E. Poe 
Studios & huge I bdrms 
Laundry on site 
Rent starts at S250. 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow Home Apts.. 
830 Fourth St. 
I bdrm.. gas heat. A/C. 
Remodeled 
Starting at $400 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
NOW LEASING FOR 2000/2001 
STOP BY FOR LISTING 
Stop by our office at 
IMS V Main St. for complete list- 
ing or call 353-S800 
www.wcnet.org/-tnecca 
I!-:  'I 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
FROM 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
332 S. MAIN ST. 352-5620 
www ncwlovcreully com 
AVAILABLE FOR THE YEAR 2000-2001: 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
109 N. Main Si. #H: Located above Call of Canyon. 
$310.00 per month plus electric. 
114 S. Main SI. #1-10: Located above Wizard Graphics. 
Free water and sewer. Residents pay electric only I 
114 S. Main St #12: Located above Wizard Graphics 
Resident pays all utilities. 
117 N. Main St. #1-10: Located above downtown business. 
Resident pays all utilities. 
128 W. Wooster St. #C-F: Located above a downtown business. 
Free water and sewer. Resident pays electric only! 
TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES & HOUSES 
311 S. Main St. # B: unfurnished apartments located above a business. 
Large rooms. $490.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus utilities 
315 1/2 S. Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. 
$445.00 per month for a 12 month lease plus all utilities. 
319 S. Main St.: Two story unfurnished part of a house. 
Huge bedroom upstairs. $375.00 per month plus utilities. 
507 & 525 E. Merry St. : furnished apartments. Across f.om campus. 
Free water and sewer. $585.00 per.month 
for a 12 month lease plus electric. 
801 Fifth: 2 bedroom unfurnished or furnished   Balconies and patios 
Laundry Facilities. Free water and sewer. I cat permitted. 
803 Fifth: 2 bedroom unfurnished or furnished   Balconies and patios 
Laundry facilities. Free water and sewer.  1 cat permitted. 
309 High: 2 bedroom unfurnished or furnished. Balconies and patios 
Laundry facilities. Free gas heat, water, and sewer. Close to campus 
CREDIT  
Continued from page one. 
mg Specialists in Toledo, said 
that when  counseling people 
with their debts they see what 
they can do to reduce the pay- 
ments. They are not always 
successful, hut often they are. 
Brown finally paid off her 
last credit card payment in 
1998, 10 years niter she got her 
first credit card. Although she 
now does not have to worry 
about owing any more money. 
she still has to worry about bad 
credit Bad credit judgments 
stay on a credit report for seven 
years after the debt has been 
taken care of. 
Brown's credit report will not 
be clean until 2005. She will be 
35 years old The things she 
has the bad credit report for 
were bought when she was 18. 
Waters suggests that every- 
body gets a copy of their credit 
report. If anyone has been 
turned down for a loan or a 
credit card in the last 30 days 
they can get one free from their 
local credit bureau. If they have 
not been turned down for a loan 
recently, they can get a copy for 
$8. 
Walter's suggest that if you 
are already in credit card debt 
and taking care of things with- 
out the help of an agency, you 
get in contact with each indi- 
vidual creditor. Keeping in con- 
tact is the most important- 
thing to do. 
2000 Vmmm Gly Bet* florid*! 
BEACH RESORT 
lirrl«ylfc«R*.\fc*<W*.11v*om>d. 
OtattarSManM 
IWUn-rflM |u».Salr*...t»M 
if**1 
.•r.lHuniC 
(lanirtilWnaV   -j 
• Airport !«.»»• Smvr 
tikf?*GX&tf**- 
1-JMHF388-8828 
www.&andpipei1>e»eon.e,om 
EVENT 
MARKETING 
Student Marketing Manager 
Gain valuable experience in ihe marketing field. 
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable, professional, outgoing. 
goal oriented individual to manage and execute promotions 
lor university sponsored marketing program. 
• Part-time employment opportunity 
• Excellent pay 
• All expense paid national training conference 
• I CM '00 School year-Spring Semester 
• Nationwide program 
Call Kristin at 1-800-377-1924 ext. 208 for more 
information and to schedule an inter\'ie» 
PROMOTIONS 
Need some extra cash? 
Looking for a great 
on-campus job for Spring 2000? 
See what BGSU Telefund has to offer 
• Above minimum wage 
• Prizes and rewards for excellent performance 
• Great resume expenence for public relations 
marketing, and communications majors (but 
all majors are welcome to apply) 
If you're enthusiastic about BGSU and if 
you're a great conversationalist, this might be 
your oportunity. Come to the Tetefund Center 
to see a detailed job description and to fill out 
an application 
The Telelund Center is located on the north side ol 
Harshman between Chapman and Bromlield Go 
through the glass doo' lo Ihe rghl ol the loading dock, 
roltow ihe hallway to Telefund' 
I united Number uf I ram. 
Sign Up Tod»j 
Sat. February 5, 2000 
12:00 - 4:30 P.M. 
Perry Field House 
$30.00 per teem 
Sponsored by Sport 
Management Alliance 
"All proceedsTJlllPIWBnce Marathon"* 
Registration forms available at all Dormitory 
front desks snd 237 Eppter Center 
Questions? Contact Scott at:kohls@bgnetbgsu.edu 
i \ 
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Yogurt lids collected for 
By STEFANIE SIZEMORE 
The BG News 
October was National Breast 
Cancer Awareness Month and 
Yoplait and Bowling Green 
State University teamed up to 
raise money for breast cancer. 
Starting in September the 
Save Lids to Save Lives cam- 
paign began. Yoplait began sell- 
ing yogurt cups with special 
pink lids. They then teamed up 
with other organizations and 
companies and began collecting 
the pink lids. 
Bowling Green was part of 
this partnership and collection 
boxes were put in several food 
courts like Founders and the 
Union. 
Students had the opportuni- 
ty to drop their lids into a col- 
lection box located near the 
trash cans. 
In addition to a $500,000 
guaranteed donation, Yoplait 
will donate 10 cents for each 
special pink lid collected 
through Nov. 30, 1999, up to an 
additional $500,000. 
All proceeds will go to the 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation which funds local 
community programs related to 
breast health education, 
screening and treatment. 
Ginalynn Clausen, sopho- 
more, psychology major is a 
resident adviser at Founders 
and thinks that Save Lids to 
Save lives is going to a really 
good cause. 
"I think breast cancer is a 
really good cause but I don't 
think this particular method is 
really working here at BG," 
Clausen said. "Not everyone 
eats yogurt. I think maybe pop 
tabs  or  something  like  that 
would work better." 
Michelle Love, junior, ele- 
mentary education major lives 
in Founders and has several 
friends who collected the 
yogurt lids. 
They think it is a really 
good cause so they collected 
them in their room and then 
put them in the boxes," Love 
said. 
Love agrees with Clausen in 
that the whole program could 
have been put together better. 
"With more advertising and 
publicity I think Bowling 
Green could have donated a lot 
more lids which would have 
equaled more money," Love 
said. 
According to the Yoplait web- 
site they have already collected 
around 1,357,044 lids and 
donated over $600,000. 
Spring 'OO editor named 
Brandi Barhite 
The BG News 
Brandi Barhite, a junior journalism 
major, has been named The BG News 
Editor-in Chief for spring semester. 
Barhite, a native of Maumee, Ohio, 
has been involved at The BG News 
since her freshman year, and is cur- 
rently serving as the managing editor. 
In  the  past two  years  she  has  also 
served as the assistant managing editor 
and diversity reporter. 
In addition to her involvement at The 
BG News, she is vice president of the 
Honors Student Association, the student 
representative for the Arts and Science 
Advisory Council; and she-is serving on 
the Arts and Science Dean Search Com- 
mittee. 
Police Reports Day by Day 
compiled by Brent Ryman 
USG opposes beverage exclusivity 
By JEFFARNETT 
The BG News 
The Undergraduate Student 
Government voted at last 
night's General Assembly 
meeting to oppose giving exclu- 
sive soft drink distribution 
rights to any company. 
The resolution, 99-00-06, 
passed 21-8 after more than an 
hour of debate. The resolution 
cited a variety of reasons for 
opposing exclusive rights, 
including doubts that the Uni- 
versity would properly distrib- 
ute funds from such a deal, 
The News' own Internet poll 
regarding the issue, and "the 
fundamental right of all stu- 
dents to exercise choice." 
A resolution, 99-00-07, that 
supported    the    University's 
efforts to seek out an exclusive 
pouring rights contract failed 
by a nearly opposite margin, 8- 
21 with one abstention. 
USG's choice went against 
the advice of its Student Wel- 
fare Committee, which dis- 
cussed the two resolutions with 
their authors prior to the meet- 
ing. 
During the debate, those 
against exclusive pouring 
rights argued that the Univer- 
sity was becoming too commer- 
cial and that students need to 
stand up for their rights. 
"We cannot dismiss the fact 
that basic rights are being sold 
out here," said Ashley Elder, 
representative at-large and 
author of 99-00-06. 
Supporters of the other bill, 
on the other hand, said that 
USG and the students would 
have more influence in the 
process if 99-00-07 passed, 
since it supported exclusive 
rights but contained sugges- 
tions about how money would 
be spent and how the decision 
to choose a supplier should be 
made. They also argued that 
the freedom of choice issue is 
unimportant. 
"This is pop," said Greg 
Amend, representative at-large 
and author of 99-00-07. He said 
that the difference between 
Coke and Pepsi is not as impor- 
tant as improving the Universi- 
ty. 
Some, including Elder, the 
author and sponsor of 99-00-06, 
were surprised that it passed 
so strongly. 
CHOOSE ANY 2 
$5.25 i 7" 1 Item pizza i 5 Huge Breadsticks . i Small Sub 
i 10 Wings QR 1
 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks 
i 6 Chicken Fingers 3 / $7.75 
FREE DELIVERY 
JM      352-5166 f
   203 N MAIN 
Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 1/31/00 
|Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS| 
We only use the lincA ingredients! 
<H& 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
Now Leasing for Fall 2000 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
All units Include: 
• 2 bedrooms • Dish Washers 
• 2 baths • Garbage Disposals 
• 3 and 4 person rates available 
Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast! 
BG City & Campus 
Police 
Weekend Blotter 
Friday: 
Speeding — Kristin M. Manuella, 
fSandusky 
Prohibited acts (fake I.D.) — 
[David S. Farone. Strongsville. 
Open container — Christopher S. 
[Wernert. Toledo; Gabriel J. Mason. 
Curtice. 
Driving under suspension —■ 
[Derek W. Dingus. Milton Center. 
Improper window tint and pos- 
bession of drug paraphernalia — 
Jonathan W. Nachtrab. Sylvania. 
Failure to yield right of way — 
\dam R. DuBois. Perrysburg 
Underage possession — Stephen 
[H Petro, Perrysburg; Joseph D. 
McBride. Toledo 
Adumpster fire was reported in the 
|500 block of Frazee Avenue. 
Someone's diamond ring was found 
[behind Call of the Canyon 
Around 100 Pokemon cards were 
reported stolen from a bag in the BG 
Board of Education building. 
A gold-colored car was reported dri- 
ving around the bases on the old Pee- 
Wee Park diamonds near the corner of 
Mercer Road and Clough Street. 
A black and whiti- shanKy dog was 
reported walking around loose near the 
intersection of Sixth Street and South 
College Avenue. 
A man reported that a beer bottle 
thrown from a vehicle in the 1400 block 
of Fast Wooster Street struck him in 
the chin, causing him to bleed 
Partiers in the 100 block of North 
Main Street were reported urinating 
and vomiting on the sidewalk behind 
the Cla-Zel. 
Saturday: 
Underage       consumption      — 
Thomas C. McGahan, North Enterprise 
Street. 
Driving under suspension and 
expired registration — Ryan D Voll- 
mar. South Main Street. 
Unauthorized plates — Stephen 
E. Fairman, Lakewood. 
No seat belt — Randall Scott 
Rader. Findlay 
Peeling — Matthew R. Myers, 
Weston 
A five-foot tree in the 300 block of 
Ridge Street was reported vandalized 
Someone reportedly broke the wind- 
shield out of a Volkswagon Fox in the 
300 block of East Merry Avenue The 
police are looking for them 
Several Christmas lights and candy 
canes were reported stolen from the 
100 block of Byall Avenue  
A "For Sale" sign was reportedly on 
fire in the 300 block of Leroy Avenue. 
An open fire — reportedly a "camp 
fire" — was reported in the 300 block ol 
East Merry Avenue. 
A man reportedly threw a metal rod 
through a glass entrance door in the 
800 block of North Enterprise Street 
Someone reportedly incinerated l 
plastic mailbox in the 300 block ol 
Leroy Avenue. 
A 75 pound box was reported in the 
road in the 1000 block of Clough Street 
A sick opossum reportedly made his 
way up the back stairs of an apartment 
in the 900 block of North Main Street 
and cornered a woman inside by stand 
ing outside the door. The police eutha 
nized the animal. 
Sunday: 
Open container — Steven A. Bow-f 
ers. Napoleon 
Wrong way  (one-way street) 
Scott A  Wheelock, Beavercreek 
Littering — Nicole M. Longo 
North Royalton. Christopher M 
Schmitt, Foxgate Circle 
Disorderly conduct (public uri-l 
nation) — Shannon L Scott. Grand 
Rapids 
Seat belt — Thomas M. WilsonJ 
Bryan  ^__ 
INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA"! 
PISFUMCLLO'S 
Open Weekday/ 1 P.m. • lunch fri. •Int. •fun. 
Don't Cram for the Exam 
on an Empty Stomach! 
JOIN UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12 FOR: 
Breakfast 
at 
Night 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE. 
ENJOY BREAKFAST AT NIGHT WITH A 
50% DISCOUNT ON YOUR MEAL* 
and Good Luck with your Exams. 
11PM to 1AM 
Commons, Founders, Kreischer 
81 McDonald Street Side 
9-.30PM to Midnight 
Falcon's Nest & The Galley 
*50H Discount does not Include Case Lota or Bulk Sale items, valid lor breakfast at night 12/12/99 only 
h i. l. 
\ I I 
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Swimmers find strides at UND 
By NICK HURM 
The BG News 
On the block and ready 
to race, the Bowling 
Green swim team 
knew it had a tough challenge 
at the Notre Dame Invitational. 
The Falcon diving team also 
had the same challenge. 
If compared to a car with the 
amount of speed that some of 
the opposition possessed, teams 
like Notre Dame and Western 
Kentucky would be the finer 
and faster Italian sports cars. 
The Falcons, who are not as 
polished as these teams, still 
found a way to pick up an extra 
boost. 
Also competing in the meet 
was Denison, Michigan State, 
Toledo, Wyoming, Indiana Uni- 
versity (PA) and Wisconsin-Mil- 
waukee. 
In what is considered by BG 
head coach Randy Julian as one 
of the. best December meets he 
has seen in his five years with 
the  Falcons,  BG  picked up a 
fifth of 10 teams by the 
women's team and a sixth place 
finish by the men's team. 
"It was a lot of fun," senior 
swimmer Geoff Reeves said. 
"The whole attitude of the team 
was great. This meet showed 
we are ahead of where we were 
in the past." 
Perhaps the biggest news for 
the men's team was the fall of a 
couple of school records. Junior 
Andy Jenkins brought down an 
11 year old record held by Rich 
Foster in the 50 Free. Jenkins 
beat out Foster's record by one- 
tenth of a second swimming a 
:20.94. He finished fifth in the 
event. 
"It's a huge burden off my 
shoulders," Jenkins said. "It 
has been a goal I have been try- 
ing to accomplish since my 
freshman year. It feels great." 
The other record set came 
from the BG men's "golden" 
event, the 200 Medley Relay. 
The fad foursome of fresh- 
man  Tim  Early,  senior  Matt 
Johnson, sopho- 
more Kevin 
Anderson and 
Jenkins beat 
out the old 
record from the 
1997-98 season 
by almost a half 
second to finish 
in second place- 
in a time of Jenkins 
1:32.21. BG 
lead the race with 25 meters to 
go, but the Western Kentucky 
freestylist came in strong to 
win the event. The relay team 
should be one of the top 25 
teams in the nation in the event 
as of Saturday. 
"We were legitimate," Julian 
Baid. "The atmosphere was 
excellent and the crowds were 
great. The team got taught up 
in it." 
The women showed improve- 
ment scoring 706 points. They 
beat out Toledo who the Falcons 
had lost to earlier in the year by 
over 100 points 
The women's team swam a 
strong race with a fifth place 
finish in the 200 Free. Sopho- 
mores Kim Moden and Amanda 
Messmer, along with freshman 
Julia Sonya and senior Nancy 
Simpson finished in a time of 
1:38.62. Moden also placed 
fourth in the 50 Free 
Both the 200 and 400 Medley 
Relay teams picked up fourth 
place victories in the meet. 
Julian was also impressed with 
freshman Kelly O'llara who 
swam very consistent for the 
Falcons. O'Hara included a 
12th place finish in the 500 
Free. 
"We had a lot of great 
swims," Simpson said. "I think 
because we have been swim- 
ming really hard in practice it 
paid off in the meet. We had a 
great time there just because of 
so much tradition there is at 
Notre Dame." 
fit 
BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKLHXE 
A Bowling Green swimmer pushes hard toward the finish line In 
a recent meet. The Falcon woman took fifth out of 10 teams while 
the men placed sixth out of 10 teams in the Notre Dame Invita- 
tional held over the weekend. Junior Andy Jenkins set the 
school record in the 50 freestyle with a team of 20.94 second 
beating the old record by one-tenth of a second. He set the goal 
as a freshman. 
Men's hoops heads north to battle Oakland 
BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH 
Bowling Green point guard Keith McLeod skies in for a layup in a scrimmage earlier in the sea- 
son against the Premiere All-Stars while Anthony Stacey (34) and Len Matela (14) look on. The Fal- 
cons can earn their first 6-0 start since the 1947-48 season with a win at Oakland. The Golden Griz- 
zlies own a record of 2-3. 
By PETE STELLA 
The BG News 
After a dramatic win over 
the Vikings of Cleveland State 
Saturday at Gund Arena, the 
BG men's basketball team 
heads to Oakland University 
for its sixth non-conference 
game of the 1999-2000 season. 
The Falcons face off against 
the Golden Grizzlies at 8 p.m. 
The Brown and Orange will 
meet Oakland for the second 
time ever, with the first time 
ending in a 70-59 Falcon win 
last season at Anderson Arena. 
Despite the 91-86 victory 
Saturday and the 5-0 record, 
BG coach Dan Dakich can Bee 
room for improvement. 
"I thought we did a really 
bad job of handling the lead," 
Dakich said. "But I thought we 
did a pretty good job of getting 
the lead and I thought for the 
first 12 minutes or so, we were 
as good as we have been. We 
also didn't handle their press 
that well." 
The Falcons led 40-28 at half 
and the Vikings were able to 
cut it three with three seconds 
left. Part of that was BG having 
trouble handling the Vikings 
full court press during the sec- 
ond hall But. Dakich gave 
credit where credit was due to 
CSU 
"I thought they did a hell of a 
job staying in the ball game," 
Dakich said 
In terms of Oakland, the 
Golden Grizzlies bring in a 2-3 
overall record and return all 
five starters from last year. 6-5 
sophomore guard Brad Bud- 
denborg leads Oakland with 
19 2 points per game and 6-6 
junior forward Dan Cham- 
pagne is second on the team 
with 18.2. Champagne also 
leads the team with 5.6 
rebounds per game and Bud- 
denborg is second with 5.2 
boards per game. Both players 
had ten points against the Fal- 
cons last season. 
The Golden Grizzlies run a 
man-to-man defense and also 
throw some zone around in 
their package. Their offense is 
based on their success with 
shooting the ball. 
"They have the same guys 
from last year and they arc 
dangerous, very dangerous,'' 
Dakich said. "They are a lot like 
Cleveland State, they don't quit 
and keep doing what they are 
doing. They are also good shoot- 
ers and look bigger physically 
than they did la 
Oakland is > oached by G 
Kampe, who is a Fal< 
ate and also lettered in I atball 
and basketball tor B< ■ 
time here. Kampe is in hi 
year with the Golden (rri 
"The\   arc  well  coat I I 
their coach does a good job of 
keeping    things    spread 
playing  to their  advanl 
which is shunting the hail and 
getting  things   Se(   up  lor  {he 
guys   who  ran   shunt."   D.ducli 
said 
Alter today, the Brown and 
Orange head to Northern Iowa 
Satun: I 35 p m   c.. 
Falcon Notes: 
Since the Falcons are nil to 
their best start since I hi 
1975 season, Dakich i< commit 
ted to keeping the players from 
letting their success go to their 
heads this early in the season 
"We just practice like the 
way we have been practicing 
and stay on cm," Dakich said 
"Everything is verj repetitious 
and we  emphasize  different 
things depending on the opp i 
nent. I expect our team to di 
well and we don't show tape on 
what we did well, I expect that 
We show them what the \ are 
not doing well " 
Penguin goaltender 
Barasso receives first 
career suspension 
The Associated Press 
" CANONoBURG, Pa. 
Pittsburgh Penguins goal- 
tender Tom Barrasso, who has 
missed most of the season with 
a knee injury, drew a four- 
game suspension Monday for 
slashing Yanic Perreault of 
Toronto. 
Perreault's left forearm was 
broken when Barrasso slashed 
him during the second period 
of the Maple Leafs' 3-2 over- 
time victory Saturday. Per- 
reault needed surgery to 
repair the break. 
Barrasso had returned to 
the lineup only the week 
before after sitting out six 
weeks with the knee injury. 
The suspension is the first of 
his 17-year career. 
"It's tough for us," Penguins 
coach Kevin Constantine said. 
"It would seem that a four- 
game punishment means that 
they think there was some 
intent on Tommy's part to 
injure somebody." 
But Constantine said there 
was no intent to injure by Bar- 
rasso, who is eligible to return 
Dec. 15 at Carolina. Barrasso 
was not penalized on the play. 
"That move of bringing your 
stick around to poke-check a 
player on the other team is 
something I've seen in hockey 
forever," Constantine said. 
"Yeah, that stick got a little 
high, which isn't great, but 
there certainly wasn't any 
intent to injure somebody." 
Barrasso is the second Pen- 
guins player to be suspended 
this season. Defenseman Dar- 
Kasparaitis received a two- 
game suspension in October 
for a hit on Chicago's J.P. 
Dumont. 
"I was surprised that 
Tommy got four games," Kas- 
paraitis said. "I thought he 
might get just a fine, because I 
didnt think he did it intention- 
ally. It was just part of the 
play, but the league is looking 
for something like that. And 
that's going to be bad for us, 
because we're going to miss 
Tommy. 
"The league is looking for 
the dirty stuff on the ice, and 
they think Tommy did some- 
thing. But it happens quick. 
You don't mean to hurt a guy 
or do anything like that." 
Barrasso's suspension 
begins Tuesday, when the Pen- 
guins play at New Jersey. The 
Penguins have 15 points in 
their last 12 games but have 
lost their last two games. 
"Over the last month, we've 
played good hockey that would 
put us in the playoffs, and 
we've returned to health," 
Constantine said. "So, we cer- 
tainly dont want to take a step 
backward. ... But we started 
playing well before Tommy 
returned, and hopefully weil 
continue that." 
Goaltender Jean-Sebastien 
Aubin was recalled from 
Wilkes-Barre-Scranton (AHL), 
but Constantine did not say 
whether Aubin or Peter Sku- 
dra would start Tuesday. 
Ian Moron (foot) practiced 
Monday and is expected to 
play at New Jersey.  
State prepares for tough stretch 
ByANDYRESNIK 
Associated Press Writer 
COLUMBUS — Ohio State 
coach Jim O'Brien is pleased 
with his team's progress, but 
he's not ready to proclaim them 
ready for the grueling schedule 
in the weeks ahead. 
The 15th-ranked Buckeyes 
(2-1) have this week off for final 
exams, then begin a stretch of 
five games in 12 days starting 
Saturday night with Florida 
A&M at Value City Arena. 
Included is a game at No. 6 
Kansas — a daunting task for 
any team, especially Ohio 
State, still searching for an 
identity this season after reach- 
ing the Final Four last year. 
"We've played three games, 
we're making progress, we're 
getting better," O'Brien said 
after the Buckeyes routed 
Duquesne 87-55 on Saturday. 
"It's the same type of process 
that we went through a year 
ago, and that's where we are." 
The Buckeyes suffered tough 
early losses last season to Van- 
derbilt and Toledo before 
putting everything together. 
On Saturday, they shook off 
a season-opening loss to Notre 
Dame and a sometimes slug- 
gish performance in a win over 
Vermont to show exactly what 
they're capable of. 
Using the pressure defense 
and fast-break offense that 
became their trademark last 
season, the Buckeyes scored 
quickly off missed shots, 
turnovers and blocked shots to 
bury Duquesne by 22 points at 
halftime. 
Ohio State led by as many as 
40 points in the second half and 
cruised to victory in the second 
game  of  the   Black  Coaches 
' 
Association Classic. Kent 
defeated Youngstown State 72- 
53 in the opener. 
"Just a real good win for us. 
I'm not only happy with the 
outcome but with the effort," 
O'Brien said. 
The Buckeyes used a 14-0 
run midway through the first 
half, followed by a 16-3 surge 
after Duquesne (2-2) broke a 
seven-minute scoreless streak, 
to turn a 2-point deficit into a 
42-20 halftime lead. 
Duquesne led 14-12 thanks 
to three early 3-pointers but 
was outscored 30-6 and hit only 
2-of-13 shots in the final 12 
minutes of the first half. 
The Buckeyes hit 13-of-19 
shots during the stretch, scor- 
ing off their defense and 
rebounding. 
"We jumped on them and 
stayed aggressive," Michael 
Redd said. "This is how we 
should win every game." 
Redd had 15 points and 11 
rebounds, George Reese scored 
a career-high 15 points and 
added nine rebounds and Penn 
scored a team-high 16, includ- 
ing 14 in the first half. 
Freshman Cobe Ocokoljic 
started Ohio State's first surge 
with two offensive rebounds 
and an 8-foot turnaround 
jumper, and Penn hit a 3-point- 
er to give Ohio State the lead 
for good, 17-14. 
On Ohio State's next trip, 
Redd followed Penn's missed 3- 
pointer with a layup, and Penn 
scored on a driving layup after 
Ken Johnson's blocked shot for 
a 21-14 lead. 
Shawn Tann's 3-pointer 
ended the run and made it 26- 
17, but Ohio State scored the 
next nine points, sparked by a 
Associated Press file photo 
Connecticut's Khalid El-Ahmin drives on Ohio State's Brian 
Brown (3) during the Men's Final Four last spring. The Buckeyes 
play five games In 12 days starting Saturday. 
steal and layup from Reese and 
a Reese jumper following Will 
Dudley's block, to go up 35-17. 
"They hit some early 3-point- 
ers to keep them in the game 
and keep their confidence up," 
Penn said. "But as you know, 
when you start missing them, 
1 
that allowed us to start run- 
ning and get in our game. And 
that's what happened." 
The Dukes hit just 17-of-60 
shots for the game, including 
ll-of-28 3-pointers. 
Wayne Smith led Duquesne 
with 24 points. 
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1999 HEISMAN FINALISTS 
BREES DAYNE HAMILTON PENNINGTON VICK 
Associated Press Photo 
The 1999 Heisman trophy candidates from left to right are: Purdue's Drew Brees, Wisconsin's Ron Dayne, Georgia Tech's Joey Hamilton, Marshall's Chad Pennington and Virginia Tech's Michael 
Vick. Pennington marks the second Thundering Herd candidate in three years. Herd wide receiver Randy Moss was nominated in 1997. 
A whole new world awaits Buffalo's coach 
By BILL PORTER 
Associated Press Writer 
AMHERST, N.Y. — Reggie 
Witherspoon is a long, long way 
from Erie Community College. 
Just days ago, he was 
preparing his community col- 
lege for a game against Buffalo 
State's junior varsity. Then he 
was made coach at the Univer- 
sity at Buffalo. 
His next opponent? North 
Carolina. 
"Things change when you 
look at your schedule and see 
North Carolina," said Wither- 
spoon, who still had to hire two 
assistants and didn't even have 
an office Monday. 
He faces a North Carolina 
team that is ranked No. 7 in the 
country and coming off a cham- 
pionship win over UNLV in the 
title game of the Food Lion 
MVP Classic. He must devise a 
way to slow the likes of Max 
Owens and Ed Cota when the 
teams meet in Buffalo on Tues- 
day. 
Witherspoon was made 
interim coach at Buffalo on Sat- 
urday after Tim Cohane 
resigned amid an investigation 
of the program. 
The school reported undis- 
closed violations of NCAA rules 
to the Mid-American Confer- 
ence in October, and is bracing 
for possible repercussions. 
And it doesn't appear things 
will get smoother for Wither- 
spoon and Buffalo (2-3) any- 
time soon on the court, either. 
The Bulls, 5-24 in their first 
season in the Mid-American 
last year, travel to Indiana and 
play the Hoosiers on Friday in 
the first round of the Indiana 
Classic. 
"I'm just looking to stabilize 
what's in place," Witherspoon 
said. "It's a difficult thing to do, 
to step in at this time. It's going 
to be tough, but it's an opportu- 
nity." 
Most see an opportunity for 
North Carolina (5-1) to warm 
up on its way to meet No.  1 
Cincinnati on Wednesday. 
"This is probably a first," 
North Carolina coach Bill 
Guthridge said when asked if 
he had ever faced a team in 
such turmoil. "We have no idea 
what they're going to do," 
Guthridge said. 
Relax. Neither does Buffalo. 
"We're going to tweak some 
things, especially on defense," 
Witherspoon said. "To try and 
change things drastically in 
two or three days would not 
work." 
The 38-year-old coach was 
born in the Buffalo area and 
coached high school basketball 
for 13 seasons before taking the 
job at Erie Community. He had 
a record of 44-23 in two-plus 
seasons at ECC, including a 24- 
5 record and a national ranking 
last season. 
Witherspoon is familiar with 
the kind of turmoil his players 
are experiencing. He attended 
three high schools and moved 
around as a college player". 
i 
TONIGHT! 
The adult entertainment 
industry makes billions 
each year. 
But is this profit at 
society's expense? 
Attend a UAO program 
which takes an in-depth 
look at porn. 
Hosted by Dr. Jeff Brown, Popular Culture 
DROP IN FOR DETAILS! 
Effects of Adult Entertainment on 
American, Society 
TUESDAY, DEC. 7, 1999 — 7:30 P.M. 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION THIRD FLOOR 
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL. 
h 
SEATING AND PIZZA LIMITED TO 100 
CALL 372-2486 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
» f 
After two seasons at ECC he 
lost his starting position at 
Wheeling Jesuit in the early 
1980s after a new coach 
arrived. But he refused to quit 
and contributed to the team's 
winning 17 games in 1982-83. 
"I know all about winning 
and losing," he said. "Winning 
is better." 
On Saturday, Witherspoon 
introduced himself to what he 
said was the most depressed 
bunch of players he had ever 
seen. 
"They were in shock," he 
said. 
Witherspoon is torn between 
his team's needs for discipline 
and understanding. 
"I'm going to be firm with 
them but also sensitive," he 
said. 
The job is still open and Buf- 
falo is conducting a national 
search, but Witherspoon is 
expected to be among the top 
candidates. Especially if he 
wins. 
Associated Press Photo 
New interim Buffalo men's basketball coach Reggie Wither- 
spoon answers questions from the media while Bulls' Director 
of Athletics, Bob Arkeilpane, looks on. Buffalo coach Tim 
Cohane resigned amidst an investigation against the school. 
The Bulls are currently 2-3. 
'4,    UNDER CONSTRUCTION    \*' <£> 
Student Union Closing Celebration! 
Tuesday, December 7 
BGSU & Union Trivia Game 
1-3pm 
Falcon's Nest, first floor 
Test Knowledge of BGSU 
WBGU-FM Live Broadcast 
5-6 pm 
Falcon's Nest, first floor 
Wednesday, December 8 
Closing Celebrations 
11 am -2 pm Noon - 6 pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom Promenade Lounge, second floor 
• Cancun Volleyball • Fun Flicks - Make your 
• See what you can "build" own music video 
with our supplies Free! 
Prizes given in 3 categories 
• Home Run Derby 
•with prizes 1 -4 pm 
• Big Wheel races 
...and prizesl 
• Free Bowling & Billiards 
Campus Bowling & Billiards Room, 
• Music and a live broad- first floor 
cast 
by WBGU-FM 4:30 - 6:30 pm 
• And more prizes and • Magician 
giveaways! Falcon's Nest, first floor 
Also 11 am -2 pm 8 pm 
• Draw on the walls of Prout 
Cafeteria, second floor • Comedian Marty Putz 
• "See" the new Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
• Balloon artists Free! 
• Free cake at the 
Information Desk 
Event Sponsors: Student Union, Off-Campus Student Center, Off-Campus Connection, 
Student Activities, Undergraduate Student Government, University Activities Organization, 
University Dining Services and WBGU-FM 
With Thanks to: University Bookstore, Recreational Sports, Ice Arena, 
and First Year Experience Program 
All events will take place in the Student Union. 
Please visit us before the Student Union closes on Saturday, 
December 18, 1999 for two years of renovation and expansion. 
'4    UNDER CONSTRUCTION    \** 
<$> 
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LUBE-OIL-FILTER 
$16.95*™ 
UP TO 5 QTS. OF OIL 
MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS 
SOCKMAN 
IAUTOMOTIVE 
352-3607 
125 GRANT ST • BG 
HIND DAIRY Q! El N 
LUBE-OIL-FILTER 
SOCKMAN 
IAUTOMOTIVE 
352 
425 GRANT SI- 
WINTERIZE NOW! 
Welcome To A Real Service Station 
NEWMAN'S MARATHON 
rZ j»\ 525 N. Main St. and W. Merry Ave. 
MARATHON/ V^2v"    *   &* 
We do it all! 
we Have 
Expanded 
For Your 
Convenience. 
TUNE-OP SPECIAL 
4 Cylinder38.95 
6 Cylinder42.95 
8 Cylinder48.95 
Includes Analysts 01 Starling. Charging And 
Engine Systems & Installing Plugs 
Additional Parts Extra 
[Vans And Trucks Additional Charge May Apply 
' Expires 12/31/99 
Exhaust 
> Brakes 
• Tune-ups 
> Alignments 
1
 Shocks & Struts 
• Tire Rotation 
• Tire & Battery Sales 
• Electrical Services 
Pay At The Pump Fuel Sales 
Open 24 Hours! 
(Sue* 30 'IJcwa Same location 
r
"TuB"rini"n 
& FILTER 
$1795 
Price Includes: 
5 qts. Marathon Oil 
.Most Makes And Models • Expires 12/31/99. 
Sprint PCS Free 
Nights & Weekends 
Receive 500 Free Night 
& Weekend Minutes 
On ill standard local plani starting at SB 99 
$100 Mail-In Rebate 
On the purchase ot any two Sprint PCS Ptiones" 
(or S30 rabatt on any one phono) 
Oval BMd 
SpnaiPCS 
iMCkaom rlMT 
!199 
JOSH 
apply See punted materials ■" store lor detain Chec> store avaiiabirty tv pnone model shown 
* Sprint cledr alternative tu cellular 
BG LOCATIONS 
RADIO SHACK  352-5727  • ANSWER FACTORY 364-2110  • VIRTUAL PC 353-8324 
Offer ends January 16. 2000 
£ 
Bowling Green Students- 
tig Home 
TM 
&<>< 
FOR THE 
lolidays? 
J   BEFORE YOU GO, 
SEE YOUR TIRE MAN AUTO CENTER! 
5a8 
TOP BRAND NAME TIRES! 
• Andersons • Firestone • Bridgestone • Michelin 
• Goodyear • General • Hoosier • Uniroyal • Cooper • Falken 
LOWEST TIRE PRICES...GUARANTEED! 
OUR COMPLETE PRICE! 
Includes Lifetime Balancing, Valve Stems, Mounting, 
Tire Disposal and Manufacturer's Warranty. 
311   HAY RIDE GUARANTEE 
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE YOU CAM TRUSTI 
•WHEEL ALIGNMENT. BATTERIES • SHOCKS & STRUTS • BRAKES 
• HEATING & COOLING SYSTEM • ENGINE TUNE-UPS • BELTS & HOSES 
•EXHAUST SYSTEMS 'LUBE, OIL & FILTER- AIR CONDITIONING 
WE'LL FIX !T mHT..MHT FROM THE START! 
OJTO SERVICE CENTERS En 
10 CONVENIENT NORTHWEST OHIO LOCATIONS! 
«5Jlfflwl 1 In BOWLING GREEN Al 999 South Main SI 
, S       Call US At 352-5788 
***£$» 
,^° S 
,   ■ I 
I5 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Over 40 Years Experience 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS 
^   4 
1051 N. Main St. 
352-8245 
BOWLING GREEN 
COLLISION 
CENTER 
EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING 
We are located at: 
E. Wooster BGSU 
DBG Collision 
353-6820 
We do: 
• Free Estimates 
• Body Work & Paint Work 
• Minor touch ups to major collisions 
1011 S. Main St. 353-6420 
LIFETIME WARRANTED 
MUFFLERS.BRAKE PADS, AND SHOES 
50°/< *0FF OUST 
I SAVE on our complela inventory ol top quality.      j 
■ Nteomt warranted mufflers • good lor as long as   . 
j you own your car 
I 'In heu of other offers Moat cars and hght trucks I 
i i 
LUBE/OIL/FILTER      mnttm ~! 
FREE WINTER 
INSPECTION 
& TIRE ROTATION 
I    $ 18 QC * Most Cars and Light Trudu 2£ I I ?S^   I atMr     ■ 
| includes o<l filler, od change with up » 5 quarts | 
i of qualify Vafvotme motor oil, chassis lube, and   ■ 
• a compfcMe vehicle satety inspection Rotate all  . 
' lour tires 'In lieu of other offers • 
r- 
i COOLING SYSTEM 
FLUSH 
s 29.95 
4-CYCLINOER 
j TUNE-UP 
|  B-CYCUNDER 
! TUNE-UP 
$3495; 
$44951 
SAMt 
AS 
CASH 
s 54 95 
Tbffy 
Auto Service 
Center. ^ft 
HOURS: J,   £HjrS> 
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm     ^ W\/s^ 
SAT. 8am-4pm 
BOWLING GREEN • 353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN STREET 
J ' 
tjsiS ^Ej^i <S 
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FAI£8¥FS    G TANDINGS National Football League National Basketball Aaaoclation College Bowl Games 
All   IIITH s KST All Times EST 
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
.AH   i inici  ■■■■■> ■ 
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
ni   1iin,  >   i         ■
(Subject to change) MASTERS' NAMED ROOKIE OF WEEK 
Eaat                             W L T Pel. Atlantic Division Saturday, Dec. IB Bowling Green freshman goalie Tyler Masters 
Indianapolii                10 2 0 833 W L Pet GB Las Vegas Bowl (Calgary,   Alberta/Kindersley    KJippers)    was 
Miami                               8 4 0 667 Miami                          12 4 .760 — At I-as Vegas named  Central  Collegiate  Hockey Association 
Buffalo                         8 4 0 667 New York                    10 9 526 IU Payout: $1.2 million Rookie of the Week after stopping 57 of 62 Michi- 
New England              7 5 0 583 Philadelphia               10 9 526 3 1/2 Utah (8-3) vs Fresno Slate (8-4). 6 pm <ESPN> gan shots (.919 save percentage) in the Falcons 
N Y Jets                          4 8 0 333 Orlando                       9 9 500 4 HeriUge Bowl split with the sixth-ranked Wolverines. 
Central Boston                         8 8 600 4 At Atlanta Masters,  who was  named  CCHA  Defensive 
Jacksonville                    11 1 0 917 Washington                    5 13 278 8 Hampton 17-4) vs SWAC champion. 12 30 p m (NBC) Player of the Week on Nov. 29, turned aside 29 
Tennessee                    9 3 0 .750 New Jersey                 2 15 118 10 1/2   Michigan shots in Friday's 4-2 BG victory.  It was 
Pittsburgh                      5 7 0 417 Central  Division Wedneaday, Dec. 22 the first Falcon win over Michigan since Jan. 27, 
Baltimore                    5 7 0 417 Toronto                        11 6 647 — Mobile Alabama Bowl 1996 (0-12-1 in the last 13 meetings). Me made 28 
Cincinnati                   3 10 0 231 Charlotte                     10 7 588 1 Payout: S7S0.O00 saves in Saturday's 3-1 loss in Ann Arbor. 
Cleveland                    2 11 0 154 Indiana                        10 7 588 1 Texas Christian (7-41 vs East Carolina (9 2l. 7 30 p m (ESPN2) Heading into this past weekend, Michigan had 
Weal Milwaukee                  10 7 588 1 Saturday, Dec. 25 the No. 1 offense in the CCHA (4.13 goals for per 
Seattle                              8 4 0 667 Cleveland                    8 7 533 2 Blue-Gray Claaaic game)   and   the   No.   2   power   play   (26   for 
~- Kansas City                7 5 0 583 Atlanta                        8 9 471 3 At Montgomery, Ala. 130/20.0%).     For the weekend, the Wolverines 
Oakland                      6 6 0 500 Detroit                         8 10 444 3 1/2 Gray vs. Blue. Noon (ABC I scored  on just  one  of  11   power-play  chances 
1    San Diego                       5 7 0 417 Chicago                        1 14 .067 9 Aloha Bowl (9.1%). 
Denver                        4 8 0 "      333 WESTERN CONFERENCE At Honolulu TCTBtflH/T                                             >•■»•. 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE Midwest Diviaton Payout: $800,000 FVM WIRE     ® East                                  W L T Pet. W L Pet GB Arizona State (6-5) vs Wake Forest (6-5), 3 30 p m (ABC) 
Washington                    7 S 
6 
0 
0 
583 
500 
San Antonio                14 
Utah                            9 
5 
7 
737 
563 3 1/2 
Oahu Bowl 
At Honolulu Arizona                        6 Boxer dies 15 days after ring knockout 
Dallas                          6 6 0 500 Denver                        8 8 500 41/2 Payout: S800.000 ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — Boxer Stephan John- 
N Y Giants                 6 6 0 500 Minnesota                   7 7 500 4 1/2 Oregon State (7-4) vs Hawaii (8-3). 8 30 pm (ESPN) son died Sunday after failing to regain conscious- 
Philadelphia               3 10 0 231 Dallas                          7 12 368 7 
  ness from a brain injury in a Nov. 20 fight. 
Central Houston                      6 12 333 7 1/2 Monday, Dec. 27 A trauma physician at Atlantic City Medical 
Detroit                              8 4 0 667 Vancouver                   3 13 188 91/2 Motor City Bowl Center pronounced the 31-year-old Johnson dead 
Minnesota                       7 
Tampa Bay                 7 
4 
4 
0 
0 
.636 
636 
Pacific Diviaion 
Portland                      15 4 789   
At Ponliac. Mich. 
Payout: 6750.000 
at 5:45 p.m., the Atlantic County medical examin- 
er said. 
Johnson, of New York, was taken to the hospi- 
tal on a stretcher after being knocked out by Paul 
Vaden in the 10th round of a USBA junior mid- 
Green Bay 5 0 583 Sacramento                 11 3 .786 1 1/2 Marshall! 12-0) vs Bngham Young(8 3i. 1 30 p m (ESPN) 
Chicago                       5 
West 
8 0 385 L A Lakers                 14 
Seattle                         13 
4 
5 
.778 
722 
1/2 
1 1/2 Tueaday, Dec. 28 
x Si Louu                   10 2 0 833 Phoenix                        11 6 .647 3 Alamo Bowl dleweight title fight. 
Carolina                           5 7 
9 
0 
0 
417 
250 
LA. Clippers               4 
Golden State               2 
12 
14 
250 
125 
9 1/2 
11 1/2 
At San Antonio 
Payout: S1.2 million Atlanta                        3 Baseball, ESPN settle suit 
San Francisco                3 9 0 250 Sunday's Games Texas ASM (8 3) vs Penn Stale (!) 3 . 7 10 p m (ESPN) NEW YORK  —  Major  league  baseball  and 
New Orleans               2 10 0 167 Toronto 98. San Antonio 92 
Charlotte 103. Seattle 81 Wednesday, Dec. 29 
ESPN each came to a conclusion: baseball was too 
valuable for ESPN to lose, and $800 million could 
x-clinched division title Denver 80. New York 78 Music City Bowl ease the sport's hurt feelings of being pre-empted 
Thursday's Game Milwaukee 103. Dallas 97 At Nashville, Tenn. by the NFL. 
Jacksonville 20, Pittsburgh 6 Portland 92. Phoenix 90 Payout: $750,000 The two sides finalized a settlement to the law- 
Sunday's Games Los Angeles Lakers 117, Orlando 100 Kentucky (6-51 vs Syracuse (6-5), 4 p m (ESPN) suit and a new six-year deal Monday, hours before 
Green Bay 35. Chicago 19 Monday's Games Holiday Bowl they were to go to trial over ESPN's placement of 
Indianapolis 37, Miami 34* Denver at Philadelphia, inc. At San Diego late-season Sunday night baseball games. 
Atlanta 35, New Orleans 12 Sacramento at New Jersey, inc Payout: $1.8 million "As the process  unfolded, it  became obvious 
New York Giants 41, New York Jets 28 Vancouver at Houston, inc Kansas State (10-1) vs Washington (7-4). 8 p m (ESPN) that this partnership that was under significant 
St   Louis 34, Carolina 21 Washington at Utah, inc   strain was something that was beneficial to b<>th 
Cincinnati 44, San Francisco J( Miami at L A Clippers, inc Thursday, Dec. 30 sides," commissioner Bud Selig said. "That's the 
Baltimore 41. Tennessee 14 Tuesday's Games Humanitarian Bowl thing that moved us forward, and I'm sure it is (he 
Detroit 33. Washington 17 Cleveland at Toronto, 7pm At Boise, Idaho same for ESPN." 
Oakland 30, Seattle 21 Golden State at New York. 7 30 p.m. Payout: $750,000 ESPN needs baseball to fill the programming 
Arizona 21. Philadelphia 17 San Antonio at Indiana. 8pm Boise State 19 3) vs Louisville 17-41. 3 p m (ESPN2I hole on its four cable channels — ESPN, ESPN2, 
San Diego 23, Cleveland 10 Detroit at Milwaukee, 8pm " Micronpc.com Bowl ESPNEWS and  ESPN  Classic — and  baseball 
Kansas City 16, Denver 10 Vancouver at Dallas, 8 30 p m At Miami would have trouble finding another cable partner 
New England 13, Dallas 6 Orlando at Phoenix, 9pm Payout: $750,000 that could promote the game as well as ESPN, or 
OP1 ,N  Buffalo Miami at Portland, 10 p.m Virginia (7-4) vs   Illinois (7-4). 7pm (TBS) pay as much 
Scpma *Ka,frfca cd fci&uct ta €LK9to-unce weii 
J       ?M 1999 TUm 'Ittititt.te&f             A 
r      Andrea Ansted A 
^•W Katie Bach > o 
1 Alicia Bruck Si f i 1             j 
^f Erica Close r\ A >         S Liz DiDonato   V^ (  > y/ Sarah Knebel 
^W Morgan Dixon   y^ 
-^ f Angie Molina    ^^ 
1 Lindsey Dunkle   ^ »—y Betsy Nooney 
^m Kristen Gajewski Mel Offutt           ^J 
Y     Jessica Haynes Amber Skoch   ^ 
L      Stephanie Jesse Kim Speers      L 
Jen Stecdman   ^^k 
j Nicole Swearengen j Beth Waker    ^^f Jaime Wise     ^^ 
BLAST OFF INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM!!! 
Why wait??? Get your apartment for next year today! 
Mid Am Manor 
-641 nurd St. 
■702 fluid St. 
•339 Fourth St 
Chariestown Apartments 
-710 Scott Hamilton 
-730 Scott Hamilton 
Indian Rivers 
-702 Fourth St. 
Ashdon Apartments 
-836 Scott Hamilton 
-850 Scott Hamilton 
Schmeltz Rental Properties 
-702E.Wooster 
-620 Third St. 
-122FrazeeAve. 
Coll or stop by our office today! 
Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380 
FALL 2000 LEASING 
Come sign up today! UNITS GOING FAST! 
IH o u r s : 
Mon-Fn (9 am - 5 pm) 
Saturday (9 am -1 pm) 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
• 2 and 3 bedr(X>ms 
• All have A/C 
• I" baths 
• Full basemenls 
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903,907,915,921,929,935 Thurstin) 
• 3 bedroom/2balhs 
• Furnished 
• Close to Campus 
Units»48-72 with A/C and fireplace. 
Heinz Apartments 
JMl&JMt N Enterprise. >24".>*yiFrazee 
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces 
• New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000 
Mercer Manor Apartment* 
One of BG's Newest Complexes 
• 3 bedroom/2 full baths. 
• A/C. Fireplaces. A Microwaves 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
352-0717 
224 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 GREENUtlAR, INC. 
FRONT & CENILR 
"ffl! 
This Tuesday , 5-6PM "LIVE" from the Falcon's N 
join us for the celebration of the closing of the Union 
Great prizes to giveaway 
• Union Trivia 
Many Special Guests 
.  Tune in for the last show of the Millennium. 
f 
Call in 372-2826 
AFTER FRONT & CENTER TUNE IN FOR: 
SICONCJ STAQI  I OCA! MUSIC SHOWCASE 6-/PM 
TONIGHT'S SDECIAI GUEST: THE BIG CRI AI< 
I 
\ i '. 
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Nicklaus, Wright top golfers   fflmnUP 
By DOUG FERGUSON 
AP GolfWriter 
The greatness of Jack Nick- 
laus will always be measured 
by the majors. 
He won 18 of them, not 
including two U.S. Amateur 
titles. They started with a play- 
off victory over Arnold Palmer 
in the 1962 U.S. Open and 
ended with a vintage Nicklaus 
charge on the back nine of 
Augusta National in 1986 for 
his record sixth Masters at 46. 
Nicklaus' dominance, power 
and will to win earned him the 
distinction as the greatest male 
golfer of the century as voted by 
a six-member panel of experts 
assembled by The Associated 
Press. Ben Hogan was second, 
followed by Bobby Jones. 
Mickey Wright was selected 
as the top female golfer, ahead 
of Babe Zaharias and Kathy 
Whitworth. 
Nicklaus not only was one of 
four players to complete the 
Grand Slam, he won all four 
majors at least three times. 
And perhaps the greater defini- 
tion of his dominance was the 
19 times he finished second. 
But Nicklaus, a Columbus, 
Ohio native and founer of the 
Memorial Tournament, was 
about more than just majors. 
He brought substance to a 
game that had often relied on 
style. He overpowered golf 
courses and competitors as 
much with his mind as his bull- 
ish strength, always knowing 
exactly what it would take to 
win and almost always finding 
a way to get it done. 
"My legacy might be that I 
changed an era," Nicklaus said 
in some of the most candid 
remarks he has ever made 
about his career. "I came along 
during an era where the game 
of golf was more of a stylish 
game, and I added power. I was 
probably the first player that 
played with real power and was 
successful. And I was able to 
play with finesse, as well. 
"If you look at today's play- 
ers, they all play with power," 
he said. "So, I think I took the 
game in a different direction." 
Nicklaus received four first- 
place votes. Hogan, whose 
relentless pursuit of perfection 
yielded four U.S. Opens — two 
of them after a near-fatal car 
wreck — got the two other first- 
place votes. 
He was followed by Jones, 
the amateur who first gave 
meaning to the phrase "Grand 
Slam" by winning the U.S. 
Open, U.S. Amateur, British 
Open and British Amateur in 
1930. Sam Snead, Byron Nel- 
son, Palmer, Walter Hagen, 
Harry Vardon, Gary Player and 
Tom Watson rounded out the 
top 10. 
The ballots were returned 
after Tiger Woods won the NEC 
Invitational but before he 
closed out the year winning his 
next three tournaments, which 
made him the first player since 
Hogan in 1953 to win four 
straight. Woods finished 11th, 
one point ahead of Gene 
Sarazen. 
In the women's list, Wright 
received four first-place votes 
and Zaharias got one. 
Rounding out the top 10 
were Joyce Wethered — who 
received the other first-place 
vote — Glenna Collett Vare, 
Nancy Lopez, Louise Suggs, 
Patty Berg, JoAnne Carncr and 
Betsy Rawls. 
In many respects, Wright 
was a combination of Hogan 
and Nicklaus. Her swing was so 
pure that even Hogan 
remarked it was the best he 
had ever seen. And like Nick- 
laus, she left her mark on the 
majors, taking only five years 
to complete the LPGA Tour's 
career Grand Slam and win- 
ning all four majors at least 
twice in only six years. 
Whitworth won more tourna- 
ments, as did Snead on the 
men's tour. But Nicklaus and 
Wright were clearly in another 
league when it came to the 
majors. 
"The major championships 
are about the only tournaments 
that remained consistent 
throughout the years," Nick- 
laus said. "I can't think of any- 
thing else that would serve as a 
measuring stick. What other 
measuring stick might there 
be? The majors are the only 
tournaments where the best 
players of that era always 
played against each other." 
Hogan won all nine of his 
majors   from   1946   to   1953, 
including the closest anyone 
has come to a Grand Slam — 
the Masters, U.S. Open and 
British Open in 1953 The PGA 
Championship was played the 
same week as the British Open 
that year. 
"I think he's the best shot- 
maker that I've ever seen," said 
Nicklaus, who was paired with 
Hogan in the final 36 holes of 
the 1960 U.S. Open. 
But no one defined excel- 
lence in the majors quite like 
Nicklaus. 
It started when he was just 
20 at Cherry Hills in 1960, a 
U.S. Open that Nicklaus per- 
haps should have won except 
that his putter failed him on 
the back nine. He would not let 
many get. away after that. 
Along with 70 victories on 
the PGA Tour. Nicklaus won six 
Masters, four U.S. Opens, three 
British Opens and five PGA 
Championships. And he may 
not he through yet. On a bad 
hip two yean ago, he made 
another Sunday charge at 
Augusta at age 58 and tied for 
sixth. 
Perhaps Tom Weiskopf, who 
twice finished second to Nick- 
laus in the Masters, best 
summed up the power of Nick- 
laus'game and his mind. 
"Jack knew he was going to 
beat you," Weiskopf once said. 
"You knew Jack was going to 
beat you. And Jack knew that 
you knew he was going to beat 
you." 
Travel 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
■ 
uienKDls ilui div.nmin.iie <* en<.uuia|(c d»» 
tnrrurudofi igaiMI U) individual ur group on 
Ihc basis ol r*c. ^ei. tolu* treed religion, 
itttiutul unpin KXUll oftrni.iimn. dnjbilit>. Ma- 
lus as a veteran, <n <m ihc basis uf any cNher legal- 
ly pfCMrYlr' | 
Spring Break '00 
Cancun, Ma^atlan, or 
Jamaica from $399 
Reps wanted' Sell 15 and travel tree' 
LOWMI Prices Guaranteed!!! 
Info Call 1-800-446-8355 
wvwv.sunbreaks com 
Services Offered 
Campus Events 
Worried about pregnancy?' 
Free Pregnancy Tests. 
Confidential and Cajiog 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Avi» Shoe Rattle at the Rec! 
Dec 7th S 8th 
4 00pm-10 00pm 
All proceeds benelit Dance Marathon! 
'Bursarable' 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES. FRANCE 
INFORMATION MEETING 
DECEMBER 7. 1999 AT 9 00 PM 
BA 1002 
 6 WEEKS, 6 CREDITS  
yyu CAN !,ru.L APPLY TO DE A 
UNIV 100 PFER FACILITATOR' 
JUST PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 
THE FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE 
OFFICE. 406 MOSELEY HALL. AND 
FILL IT OUT OVER BREAK' 
APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY, 
JANUARY 14, 20O0 ' Call 2-9558 
Personals 
Travel 
'Candle Light Grand Ballroom Man' 
All students 
Sunday, Dec. 12 at 8:00pm In the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Come celebrate the 
Coming of Christmas before the exams 
and going home tor winter break 
sponsored by 
St. Thomas More University Parish 
AOII ' AOII ' AOh ' AON 
The sisters of Alpha Omicon Pi would 
like to congratulate Danielle Myers on 
being elected as the new 
Cabinet Director for the 
Panhellenic Council' 
AOII • AOII • AOII • AOII 
■ 1 Spring Break Vacations' 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida! 
Now Hiring Campus Reps! 
Best Prices Guaranteed Book Now & Re- 
ceive Free Meal Plans' 1-800-234-7007 
www endlosssummertours com 
 ATTENTION ALL STUDEMTS:  
Do you have a part-time (OD for Spring0 
Is it related to your major/career goals'7 
Come and see if you qualify for 
CO-OP 050 
a NO-COST transcript notation 
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment 
Co-op 310 SS Bigg  • 372-2451 deta.ls 
Lavar, Graf top aU-centuiy tennis list 
By STEVE WILSTEIN 
AP Tennit Writer 
Rod Laver beat out the play- 
er who grew up idolizing him, 
Pete Sampras, as The Associ- 
ated Press men's tennis player 
of the century, and Steffi Graf 
edged Martina Navratilova as 
the top women's player. 
Laver received three first- 
place votes and a total of 47 
points from a six-member 
panel of experts assembled by 
The AP, while Sampras 
received no first-place votes 
and 39 points. 
Bill Tilden, who dominated 
men's play in the 1920s, fin- 
ished third with the help of 
one first-place vote. 
Dubbed the "Rocket," Laver 
is the only double Grand Slam- 
mer in history. He won the 
Australian, French. Wimble- 
don and U.S. titles in 1962 as 
an amateur, then repeated the 
feat in 1969 as a pro. 
He attacked the net relent- 
lessly, yet possessed a potent 
all-around game from the 
baseline. Though only 5-foot-8 
1/2 he had a massive left arm 
that allowed him to bludgeon 
the ball with tremendous top- 
spin. 
Laver won the Australian 
singles title three times, the 
French twice, Wimbledon four 
times, and the U.S. twice. 
He probably would have 
won many more majors but 
was banned from the Grand 
Slam events in his prime after 
he turned pro in 1963. He did 
not return to the majors until 
the open era in 1968, then he 
promptly won Wimbledon for 
the third time. 
Sampras always listed 
Laver as his favorite player, 
admiring the completeness of 
his game, his aggressive style 
on court, and his gentlemanly 
demeanor off court. 
Although Sampras owns 12 
major singles titles, including 
six   at  Wimbledon,   he   has 
never gone beyond the semifi- 
nals in 10 appearances at the 
French Open. That failure on 
clay led one voter to omit him 
from the top 10 list, while 
another rated him only No. 5. 
Bjorn Borg, winner of five 
straight Wimbledon titles from 
1976 to 1980, finished fourth, 
followed by Don Budge, the 
first player to complete a 
Grand Slam in 1938. 
John McEnroe and Lew 
Hoad tied for sixth place, Roy 
Emerson and Ken Rosewall 
tied for eighth, and Jack 
Kramer finished 10th. 
"SPRING BREAK 2000" 
. Free trips, Free Drinks, Free Meais1 
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates 
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours com 
GO DIRECT' »1 Internet-based company 
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break pack- 
ages' Guarunteed Lowest Price! 1 -800- 
367-1252 www spnngbreakdirect com 
SIZE DOES MATTER! 
BIGGEST BREAK PACKAGE 
BEST PRICE FROM S29 
WWW.SPRINGBREAKHO.COM 
1-800-224-GULF 
SPRING BREAK 2000 
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM) 
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER 
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN 
PLACE"' HOME OF THE WORLDS 
LARGEST KEG PARTY  DRINK DRAFT 
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH 
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE 
INCORPORATED  BIKINI CONTESTS. 
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3 
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER 
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT 
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES 
UP TO 10 PEOPLE 
1-800-488-8828 
WWWSANDPIPERBEACON.COM 
Browse icpt com tor Springbreak "2000" 
ALL destinations offered. Tnp partici- 
pants. Student Orgs & Campus Sales 
Reps wanted Fabulous parties, hotels S 
prices Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013 
DANCE MARATHON 2000 
Take a step towards helping the kids & 
step into Galactic Tan Nov 15-Dec 15 
Single visit is S5 * 5 visits is S20 
25% of proceeds go to Dance Marathon 
<J>M 'Dance Marathon'<l>M 
Congratulations to DGR ot the week- 
Dora Ann Gabriel 
<1>M "Dance Marathon-fJ>rvl 
OM-«t>M-<DM-«M-<t>M 
Congratulations Apnl Smith on your 
engagement to Seth Metger! 
<hM'4>M'<t>M'*M'<t>M 
Give lite Help infertile couple through 
maternal surrogacy Any nationality 
acceptable Excellent compensation 
(8001 450-5343 
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa 
Congratulations to Staa Bishop tor being 
initiated into Gamma Sigma Alpha 
honorary and being selected Methods 
for Panhellenic Exec tor 2000' 
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa 
How to find a 
dream job on 
the Web 
Pott your resume on www.clevelond.com/careers 
^^ There is no #2 
Cleveland Live has made finding the perfect job perfectly easy. 
Simply post your resume and let the jobs come looking for you. You' 
be networking with some of the tap companies in Cleveland and 
throughout the country. It's fast, free and completely confidential. 
Find your dream job on Cleveland Live. 
AdvonceCareers ot Cleveland Live, www Cleveland com/careen 
It's the Cleveland job site. 
® 
www.clavaland.com/careers 
'Powered by CareerSite"* 
Wi 3ft 
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Personals Wanted Wanted Wanted Help Wanted For Sale 
Need graduation tickets Will pay Call 
Mike Delpozzo al 352-7840. 
SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTU- 
NITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE 
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MAN- 
AGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE 
DUE DEC. 8 INTERVIEW TIME WILL BE 
SCHEDULED WHEN APPLICATION IS 
SUBMITTED. 
Student Health Service 
Break Hours 
Open (or Pharmacy & Patient Visits 
Tuesday, December 21 
Tuesday. December 28 
Wednesday. January 5 
10:00 am -4:30 p.m. 
Administrative Otfice open daily 372-2277 
8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. S 1 00-5:00 p.m 
Subleasers Needed ASAP 
Huge 3 bdrm  basement apt.  S650/mo. 
very close to campus, across the street 
from Campus Pollyeyes 425 E Court SI. 
•11. Stop by anytime or call 352-2708 
Wanted 
1 female sublease' needed ASAP Very 
nice apt. close to campus. Rent only 
$243/mo. • 1/3 utilities Please call Jill or 
Erin at 354-8607. 
1 roommate needed M or F Own room 
Washer/dryer included Close to campus. 
$193/mo  Call Kainy 353-5284.  
1 graduation ticket needed 
Will pay cash Call 353-3293 
1 to 2 subleasers needed for Spnng Se- 
mester Very nice apt Call 354-3138. 
1-2 subleaser(s) needed for spring 
semester '00. House on E. Wooster St. 
Rent negotiable Call 353-3293 
2 graduation tickets needed 
Will Pay 
Call Candace 0 353-6445 
2 Graduation Tickets Needed! 
Will pay! 
 Call Mandy 354-7218  
2-3 subleasers needed ASAP1 Can move 
in immediately. Call 352-9491 for details. 
ASAP Female roommate needed 
for spnng semester Rent is $260Vmth 
starting January. Close to shuttle stop & 
lots of other pluses Call Tina 352-7436. 
Attention Graduating Seniors 
Looking for 5 Graduation Tickets 
Contact Leslie (4191 535-1547 
Commencement Tickets 
Call 419-381-1822 
Will Pay  
Easy   going,   open   minded   roommate 
needed ASAP. No rent until Jan $150 de- 
posit Own room Rent is $190 per month. 
You pay only 1/3 of utilities Pool. Call 
Joni e 372-4549. 
Female subleaser needed for spring se- 
mester Own room in house at 828 5th 
St   $237.50 • utils. Call collect after 5:00. 
1-330-665-4110.  
Empty 1 bedrm. apt. needs subleaser. 
Hillsdale Apis Rent tree until Feb. 15. 
Call 419-304-2613 
Female subleaser wanted. Spnng semes- 
ter. $190 a month 1 block from campus. 
Furnished, everything brand new. call 
Beth at 354-0546 
Graduation Tickets Needed 
Will pay $ for them 
Contact Benjamin 352-4869 
GRADUATION TICKETS 
Will Pay Generously 
Call Julee at 353-5509 
In need of 1 extra graduation ticket 
Please contact 
Lynn at 372-3034 
Need 4 Dec. Graduation Tickets 
Will Pay Money 
Call Steve O 352-6561 
Need Dec. Graduation Tickets 
Will pay Call Annie at 372-5839. 
Need December graduation tickets. 
Will pay money 
Call Jeremy at 352-7819 
NEEDED 
GRADUATION TICKETS 
CALL KIM    419-663-2579 
One female subleaser needed ASAP. 
House on E. Wooster. right across from 
campus. Will have own room, 
$2507month. Call Tracey O 353-7236 
PLEASE HELP 
IN NEED OF 3 GRADUATION TICKETS 
$ Will pay money $. Call 352-8393 ASAP. 
Subleaser for spring sem. in 3 br. house. 
167.00/mo.. washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
and close to campus and the bars. Call 
Rebecca @ 354-6055. 
Subleaser wanted ASAP Nice spacious 1 
bedroom apartment $395/month + electric 
Leave message at 352-7575         
Wanted 2 Graduation tickets 
Will pay $ 
Call 353-0318 
I 
IIH<I>   IIH<t>   I IIWi.  IIR*   Mil*   I IB*   IIB*   I IB*   IIB*   Mil*   MB*   MB* 
AVIA SHOE RAFFLE AT THE REC! 
DEC. 6TH, 7TH AND 8TH   •       4:OOP.M. • 1 OIOOP. 
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT DANCE MARATHON! 
*BURSARABLE* 
IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   IIB*   MB*   MB*   IIB*   IIB*   Mil* 
ASFtfW^fjSrtl 
03* 17, 
>.AT- 
HOVJI 
Discounted Fall QemeBter Prices I 
Fr«« Nightolub Admissions) 
Frs-s Parties, Beverages, Prizes!* 
I Good Through 12/20/99 
800/328-1509 
www.classtravelintl.com 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS 
NEEDED 
Highty-regarded, last-growing school dsthel 
row hiring eating, create people iWh bachelor 
degrees Of more to be substitute teachers. 
Competitive daily rate. Training provided. 
Become a pan ol this progressive, award- 
winning school district located in central Oho. 
C*fSU)tOt-308ltoUimtai 
SOUTH 
WESTERN 
CJTYXMOOU 
WHERE    DO   YOU   STAND? 
Effects of Adult Entertainment on 
American Society 
TUESDAY, DEC. 7, 1999 — 7:30 P.M. 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION THIRD FLOOR 
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL. 
SEATING AND PIZZA LIMITED TO 100 
CALL 372-2486 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
Will pay $20.00 per araduation ticket 
Need two 
 Call 354-4909  
Will pay lor graduation tickets Call Julie 
at 344-9392 
Help Wanted 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
MOLTEN CORP. 
436 N  ENTERPRISE ST 
Now hiring for SPRING Semester 
Part Time 
Less than one block from Campus 
$67HR STARTING PAY 
4 shifts available: 
A Shift: 7:00a m.-10:00a.m. 
B Shift: 10 15a.m.-1:15p.m. 
C Shift: 1:30p.m -4:30p.m. 
D Shift 4:30p.m.-7:30pm 
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours 
and getting paid for 3! 
354-8802 
354-8703  
Babysit 2 small children at a professor's 
house in Perrysburg. (Spnng sem.. after- 
noon. TR or MWF. $7.007hr.) 372-8111 
BG News Spring Applications 
Available 
210 Weal Hall 
Positions available In news, sports. 
entertainment, city, opinion, copy 
 detk, web and page 3. 
Carpet Cleaner 
Long's Cleaners needs pt carpel cleaner 
5-20 hrs./wk. will work around your 
schedule. S8.hr Apply in person & 
110E Napoleon Rd. 
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club 
Part-time and Full-time 
No exp. necessary, will train 
 419-476-6640  
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in over- 
time hours, around your college and per- 
sonal schedule. Work a minimum of 15 
hours per week or 40 hours plus over- 
time. Many college students work here. 
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an au- 
tomatic $ 25 per hour increase to $5.55 
after 100 hours of service with the compa- 
ny. These are unskilled jobs involving as- 
sembling and packaging ol small parts. 
Apply in person between the hours of 
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. 
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green, 
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near 
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the rail- 
road tracks. 
DINNER 
SPECIALS 
MONDAY 
Sirloin Steak 
Certified Anjus CLeef 
TUESDAY 
Swiss Steak 
WEDNESDAY 
Stuffed Pork Cnop 
THURSDAY 
ILaked Chicken 
57 
1628 EAST WOOSTER 
BOWLING GREEN-354 2SJS 
.' I 
allstudcnts w 
Wort for 
aCollego 
Internet 
Company 
WWlStUlUSclMH 
Leverage your Campus 
Knowledge to get paid 
well as a Campus 
Marketing Manager 
Skills Needed 
• Outgoing & Motivated 
• leadership 
• Organized & Resourceful 
• Pro|ecf Management Skills 
• Familiarity with campus 
Experience 
• Sophomore or Higher 
• Live on or near campus 
• Campus Involvemenf 
• Active on Interne! 
Responsabilities 
• Help Develop Marketing Plan 
• Interview & Hire Support Staff 
• Facilitate Campus Relations 
• Local Account Management 
• Manage Marketing budget 
• Execute Local Campaigns 
• Help Conduct Campus Research 
Open Interviews will be held on or 
near your campus the week of Dec. 
6lh.  Visit us af www.allsludents.com 
for exact time, date, & location info. 
E-mail resume to 
lobsdallstudents com 
for more information 
I-888-640-8810 ext. 212 
Fraternities * Sororities * 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Student organizations earn $1000-$2000 
with the easy CIS three hour fundraising 
event. No sales required. Fundraising 
dates are filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact Dan Wolman al CIS, (800) 797- 
5743, x. 301, or visit 
www.campustundraiser.com 
Now hiring: America Reads Tutors 
All majors welcome. 
Must be Work Study eligible. 
Starting pay $6 00 per hour. 
Apply today at 531 Education Building. 
Occasional evening babysitter wanted for 
1 year old child in my home, Waterville 
area. Contact Lori at 419-878-6868. 
Valet positions avail, lor holiday season in 
Cleveland « Columbus Call Gwen in 
Cleveland at 216-523-1111. Call Chris in 
Columbus at 1-888-469-7690 Parking 
Solutions, Inc. 
WANTED: 39 PEOPLE 
TO GET SSPAIDSS 
TO LOSE 5 -100 LBS. 
ALL NATURAL/GUARANTEED 
1-888-233-1240 
For Sale 
PHISH New Year's Eve Concert in Flori- 
da. 2 tickets Call 353-8299 
For Rent 
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break 
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals, 
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Business- 
es Recognized for Outstanding Ethics! 
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386 
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas 
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most 
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife1 Pan- 
ma City, Daylona, South Beach, Florida 
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678- 
6386  
1987 Honda Accord 
5 spd., 4 dr, 102k, new tires, runs well. 
Asking $1900 obo Call 352-3054. 
1991 Mercury Cougar   Everything auto- 
matic.  10 CD changer,  new  tires,  low 
mileage $3000 354-4244 
'86 Honda Accord. Gray, sunrool, power 
steering. Looks good. $800 obo. Call 
Kevin Simmons 353-8374. 
88 Nissan Sentra XE. 4 door, auto, good 
condition, runs well, no rust, high miles. 
$1200.354-8051. 
For Sale 
20- gold chain, $300 OBO 
Call 354-3198 
Homes  Irom  $199.30  mo.  Repos.  4% 
down. O.K. credit. For Listings & payment 
details call 1-800-719-3001 e»i H584 
HONDAS FROM $500 
Police impounds and tax repos 
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558 
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001 
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at 
316 I, Merry, »3. Call 353-0325 between 
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or 
2001 second semester apts. available. 
1 bdrm. apt. Clean, by corner of E. Merry 
&N  Enterprise. S350/mo. 354-0118. 
1 to 2 subleasers needed ASAP Spring 
Semester  $360 mo. Nice 1 bdrm Close 
to campus Call Julie 352-6805. 
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts 
From only 
$425 
Private Entrance 
Patio 
Spacious Kitchen 
Small Pete Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
 353-7715  
1 -2 Subleasers Needed Jan-May '2nd 
floor, lurnished -$480/mo. ♦ utilities "5 
mtns. to campus. Call: 352-9377  
3 bedroom, 1 bath, 
812 3rd St. 
$795. Call (419) 474-5344 
Apt. lor rent. Greenmeadow Apt. 
353-2772. Nice, quiet, clean units 
Short leases available. 
Lowest rent in town. 
Best value for your money. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd St gdhovOwcnet org 354-9740 
FALL 200072001. Now leasing. 
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heat 
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat 
W/D facil., AC. parking/walk-in closet. 
tum./unfurn. renovated, quiet. No pets. 
Houses & Apts for 2000-20001 
school year 
1 to 4 person rentals avail. 
12 mo leases only 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666 
No calls after Spm-Listing at 532 Manville 
Houses. 1,2 and 3 bedroom apartments 
Beginning of May of 2000 
352-7454  
One person efficiency apartments availa- 
ble now. Utilities included. 352-5822 
Sublease 1 bedroom furnished apartment 
thru  April 30   $340 
Thomasm@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
214 Napoleon Call 440-333-6286. 
Subleaser needed lor Spring Semester. 
Own room available 353-3714. ask for 
Bev 
Subleaser needed Jan-Aug. 1 bdrm. apt 
1/2 block Irom campus. $265/mo. includ- 
ing util. Located on E Wooster 354-4711 
Village Green Apts. 
Now leasing lor 2000-01 school yr 
Limited space available. 
Call 354-3533 
Internet Access 
$19.95 per month 
$ Free Activation thru 12-31-99 
$ Free Gift with Sign-up 
$ Free Software 
Sign Up @ 
GTE Phone Mart 
160 W. Wooster BG 
1-800-483-6697 
s$$$$ss$sss$ss 
</> Semester Break 
Work CO 
{/> • 2-5 Week Work Program co 
(/> • $11.45 Base-Appt co 
•  No Experience Needed, Training Provided <n U) 
• Customer Service/Sales, No Telemarketing 
(/> • Secure Summer Positions </> 
(/> •  May Continue Part Time During Spring t/> 
«/> 
Must Call Now, Positions Filling Quickly 
O) 
{/> Mon-Fri 12 pm-5pm c/> 
</> 
5SSSSSSSSSSSSS 
CO 
Substitute Teachers Needed 
$75 - $140/day 
Fremont City Schools 
Call (419) 332-6454 TODAY! 
Ask for Sue Fox 
Only 25 minutes East of BG! 
Requirements: Bachelor's Degree 
& BCI Fingerprint check 
T 
